When Nature Whispers...

Sustainable Development
Synergy
SCHOLASTIC VALUES
Peaceful sanctums for prayer

The Coast is Clear
Gleeful Shindys
The correct Zealotry of the Heroes
Don’t You Know Yet?
It Is Your Light That Lights The World.
– RUMI
We Pakistanis are truly fortunate to be blessed with such an endearing and beautiful country. The positive socio-cultural characteristics, combined with the abundant natural features which Pakistan possess, make it a place worth seeing. The earth turns enlivened in the hands of the wise. DHA Lahore is the prestigious living society of our homeland which has been actively contributing a healthy living experience for its residents.

It has been quite an eventful journey for DHA Lahore since its inception. The conglomerate has made concentrated efforts to achieve high standards of living through benchmark practices of living, quality education, rigorous but fair regulation, safeguarding public interest and providing value added services for economy and business in Pakistan.

I extend my best wishes to all employees of DHA Lahore with pride and satisfaction. Indeed the hard work, perseverance and dedication buckling down by all its past and present leadership collectively have made DHA a premier choice in living for generations to come.
Patron-in-Chief

Lt Gen Aamer Riaz HI (M)
Commander 4 Corps
President Executive Board DHA Lahore
DHA Lahore carries in its paradigm the complete features of interdisciplinary environment with our focus to build a community that reflects positive impact on people’s lives.

DHA Lahore always seeks to build spaces and features that enhance life. Doing so requires thinking out of the box and designing amenities that are anything but standard. DHA Lahore being the community developer had made remarkable addition of the features to meet the needs and wants of our residents. Signal Free Corridor is one such endeavor of DHA to enhance the facilitation of residents and community’s well being. The inconvenience that our esteemed residents have faced during the construction stage of this project is well realized by DHA management and we appreciate the patience and cooperation displayed by our residents in this regard.

Shopping malls tend to be a major attraction for the residents and tourist too. DHA is bringing mixed use projects such as Lahore Times Square and state-of-the-art Dolmen Mall. These one-stop shopping destinations are going to oil the wheel and make the living in DHA more joyous and colorful.

Addressing the environmental challenges, DHA has taken a glorified step by planting vast number of trees as part of its scheme of contributing towards Green Pakistan. Besides, DHA Lahore has been a trend setter for conservation of energy, water and many other fields. DHA Lahore is the only living area where physical measures have been made to augment the underground water table by laying a proper system i.e., networks of drains and percolation wells in its new phases.

Management of DHA Lahore feel privileged to be a role model in many aspects related to Housing Sector in Pakistan. We will continue to endeavour to achieve even better standards of living for our worthy residents.

I would like to appreciate the complete team of DHA Lahore for their efforts to keep DHA in good order persistently which is equally lauded by the residents.
Patron
Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar
Administrator DHA Lahore
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A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream together is reality.

— John Lennon
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DHA being the largest land developing industry setting modern trends has revolutionized the concept of living. Housing is no longer limited to concrete blocks rather it is holistic concept of peaceful and calm community living. Societies are focusing on a blend of traditions and latest civic amenities bringing uniqueness, comfort, and flair in the living style of the dwellers.

DHA Lahore, being the brand leader of mega housing projects has the most credible reputation in the real estate market of Pakistan. The brand name is for its most modern town planning, prodigious amenities and prime quality living conditions, hence the strongest footprint in urban community development. With adequate and state-of-the-art sports, educational, healthcare and commercial facilities, DHA Lahore has become a dream place where buyers and investors get value for their money. Each phase besides commercial component has facilities such as schools, colleges, medical centers, markets, clubs, parks, with modern electricity supply system. 24/7 security services are ensured to residents with dedicated security team for each phase, a symbol of dedication and commitment of DHA towards a safe and secure living environment.

The year 2017-19 has been monumental in terms of encompassing events and continuous development on various projects and ventures. The biggest milestone achieved during this time period is the completion of Signal Free Corridor which ensures smooth traffic flow to residents. The construction of DHA owned 132KV grid station for provisioning of stable power supply to the residents of Phase XII (EME). The fast paced construction works on our hall mark projects i.e. Penta Square, Business Hub, IVY Green (Sector Z Phase VIII) and Phase IX are approaching completion. It goes without saying that the inauguration of Mosques in Phase I, VI & VIII, and Medical Center in Phase V truly reflects DHA’s commitment to facilitate its residents with sizeable amenities. Several community events were organized on regular basis such as Jashan-e-Baharan, Sports Gala, Hajj Seminar, Dog Show, and Golf Tournament which enticed residents towards social bonding and community harmony. The management of DHA is obliged to its residents for their trust and support in making DHA the best community to live in.
DHA

All the art of living lies in a fine mingling of letting go and holding on.
– Havelock Ellis
A SMILE IS THE UNIVERSAL WELCOME

The Corps Commander Lahore, Lt Gen Majid Ehsan HI (M) paid his maiden visit to DHA Lahore on 28th Dec 2018 and was welcomed by Administrator DHA Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar & his complete management.
The conceptual ideation, research, development and planning, analytical skills, incredible awareness about design and structural implications of the modern period have made DHA community a remarkable living place for the people with taste. Houses in DHA hold grandeur and versatility.

The super stylish houses are encircled with oases of green in each Sector of DHA developed phases which is the part of successful planning. The vast Green Areas in shape of neat and clean parks are symbolised as breathing woodlands and places of recreation. At the advent of spring season residents and visitors highly appreciate the breathtaking scenic arrangements of flowers in DHA parks which is an effort to restore the beauty of nature.
HOUSES IN DHA
DHA Lahore is one of the most systematic residential housing communities of the country, inhabiting a variety of people. DHA covers quite a significant portion of Lahore considering it spans over 12 phases, 21,000 houses, 100,000 residents, such a colossal base traversity of individuals from destination A to B is an exasperating task. During peak rush timings, interrupted flow of traffic at DHA entrances and exits has been a cause of annoyance for residents and visitors alike. DHA management came up with a smooth traffic flow solution and direct access for residents and visitors, hence came forth with the thought of DHA Lahore Signal Free Corridor. The project spreads from Walton Road to Phase V with multiple inflection points along the way. After months of construction by Messers M/S Maaksons, this project has been completed and is operational.

DHA Signal Free Corridor is five kilometers long from Defence Mor Walton Road to Wateen Chowk. It includes two flyovers and three underpasses whereas an impression space has been established for traffic management. The complete route is monitored through a number of CCTV cameras and 350 cameras installed under Punjab Safe City Authority are also integrated to the current monitoring security systems. For traffic management, DHA traffic sergeants on heavy bikes and vehicles undertake patrolling in the area.

DHA has provided its residents & visitors with a functional, convenient and time saving route. This project has been completed in record time with ample ease for residents and visitors alike. Before this corridor, it used to take 25 minutes to travel from Walton Road to DHA Phase V which has been significantly reduced to 3-5 minutes.

**Lt Gen Aamer Riaz** HI (M), Ex Commander 4 Corps, Lahore, inaugurated Signal Free Corridor (SFC) officially on November 29, 2018. He appreciated the founding team of SFC on completion of this elegant splendor, which is all time comfort for the residents.
SIGNAL FREE CORRIDOR
DHA Phase IX (Prism) is a flagship venture of DHA Lahore that has been launched to create strong footprints in the history of modern real estate development in Pakistan. Massive population growth causing overcrowding of cities, increases the requirement of public housing. To address the challenges, DHA Phase IX has been designed catering for comfort and style with state-of-the-art and most modern infrastructure.

Bounded by Bedian Road, Ferozpur Road, Lahore Ring Road, and Hudiara Drain, Phase IX has instant connectivity with Allama Iqbal International Airport, DHA Phase V, and VI. The phase covers approx. 40,000 kanal comprising 16 sectors with residential and commercial plots. Accessible from 8 different locations through a wide network of interlinking avenues with streets of all sectors. The place is enclosed with boundary wall to ensure safety and security of the residents.

DHA Phase IX (Prism) has a motto of ‘Live, Work and Play’, conceptualized by offering all modern civic and social amenities of life such as Post Office,
Rescue 1122, Police Station, Mosques, Schools & Colleges, Grid Stations, Graveyards, Sewerage Treatment & Water Filtration besides commercial and community centers. A mystical and engaging 18-hole golf course is also under planning phase to crown Phase IX with the stylish clubhouse securing natural terrain & an exceptional atmosphere.

DHA Phase IX (Prism) is to reveal a divertingly adventurous world of fun filled activities and recreation i.e. water theme park, saddle and polo club, cinema etc. The outdoor water theme park will offer complete day entertainment to the entire family members, enjoying the natation, various rides and food in an exceptional atmosphere. This majestic Phase of DHA is going to secure natural topography, the rain water harvesting techniques are implemented here to augment ground water for which percolation wells/trenches are created resulting surface runoff to percolate and recharge the ground water storage. This amazingly done feature is the need of the time.
Development
DHA Phase IX
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IVY Green
Sector Z Phase VIII
The war on terror had a telling effect on safety, security and prosperity of Pakistan. The nation stands united with its security forces for ensuring territorial integrity and eliminating the menace of terrorism. Pakistan Army through its professionalism and unprecedented sacrifices has successfully eliminated militancy and terrorism from the country.

DHA Lahore considers its moral obligation to pay homage to the martyrs who have written a history of bravery and courage with their blood. Among its various renowned projects, DHA announced Sector Z Phase VIII (IVY Green) to grant benefit plots to the families of the Shuhada and War Wounded Personnel of Pakistan Army.

Sector Z Phase VIII (IVY Green) is an enclosed living with 5340 Residential & 410 Commercial plots. This sector is spread over an area of almost 5700 kanal and will offer latest and most advanced facilities, ensuring state of the art land and secure living.

Ensuring the quality of life for residents, all amenities are embedded in the developmental phase including 10 Parks, 1 Sports Club, 5 Mosques, 5 Overhead Water Tank, 1 College, 2 Schools, 1 Grid Station, 1 Petrol Pump, 1 Nursery, 1 Marriage Lawn, 1 Hospital, 5 Sector Shops and 1 Grave yard as per international standards. The rain water harvesting is being done here by the construction of percolation wells which can facilitate groundwater recharge through infiltration of surface runoff into the soil.

The fast-paced infrastructure development works are expected to complete by 2020. The complete possession of sub sector Z1 & Z6 is likely to be opened at the end of 2019 and other sub sectors will be opened by first half of 2021. The approach road leading to this sector has been recently constructed and provided with street lights.
DHA PENTA SQUARE
Latest trends demand a home to be an integrated unit of a residential complex, offering the best of facilities for an enriched lifestyle. DHA Lahore being an innovator and trend setter in housing sector of Pakistan has successfully completed various residential projects in which Penta Square is next in line.

DHA Penta Square is a project that offers luxurious apartments with top notch residential amenities, purpose built corporate offices and a lavish shopping experience. Though this doesn’t end here, by far it’s the only project in Lahore that has more than 60% of its total area dedicated purely as a green zone for its residents. Penta Square has been designed as an environment friendly project focusing on two of the main challenges being faced by our planet today; water shortage & air pollution, by adding the water conservation plan as well as the 40 kanals of dedicated green zone in the centre. This mega structure consists of highly livable apartments, sixteen updated corporate offices on various floors with dedicated observation lifts, and a shopping mall, making it an exciting option for families, working professionals, and businessmen. Each of the buildings will be given independent parking space which will enable its residents to enter and exit the buildings hassle-free. With an easy access to LUMS, Lahore Ring Road, Allama Iqbal International Airport, Gulberg-III, and Askari-10, Penta Square has been successful in gathering customer attention from various segments.
Features & Facilities:

- Indoor Swimming Pools
- Ladies & Gents Gym
- Spa/Suana
- Guest Rooms
- Driver/Servant Accommodation
- Multipurpose Halls
- Indoor Sports Arena
- Locker Rooms
- 24/7 Medical Care Centre
- Day Care Centres
Penta Square Mall

Penta Square Mall will be soon known for its exclusivity by putting forward a blend of retail, entertainment and fine dining experience. Its retail offers wholesome product categories, by introducing a unique mix of international and national brands. Speaking of distinctiveness, Penta Square’s retail along with a vast hyper market, a kid’s play area and a food court will add glory and brilliance to the project.

Both Offices and Shopping Mall will be ready and available for rent by mid 2020. Currently, overall project grey structure is completed and the rapid finishing works of all Blocks have started. In addition to that, the model apartments are ready to be showcased to our valued customers.
Commercial Buildings are becoming necessity for business organizations since they provide complete facilities under a single roof. A company can establish all its divisions and offices on a single floor which improves coordination and fasten operations, resulting in improved customer satisfaction. To meet the requirements of modern business community, DHA Lahore inaugurated Business Hub in 2017 which is going to meet the international standards of Commercial Architecture.

Situated at Commercial Broadway Main Boulevard Phase VIII, Business Hub is a 13 storey building which has been designed keeping in view the requirements of multinational companies/businesses. The project has two dedicated basement parking catering for over 600 vehicles. This corporate office building includes gaming zone, gymnasium, seminar halls, conference room, and day care center, ensuring both members of Business Hub and their clients an amiable and productive business ambiance.

The grey structure of the building has been completed and finishing is currently underway. The project will be operational soon.
A Jewel Of Elegance
DHA Community Club, Phase VIII (Ex Park View)

Being one of the country’s largest Housing Society, DHA has embodied a life style & complete living experience to thousands of families with world class amenities. Continuous innovation is the soul of DHA’s corporate culture. Our revolutionary progress and dedication of leadership bring value to our clients’ confidence & satisfaction. DHA believes it is essential for its residents to be able to interact in a comfortable and welcoming environment. A number of well delineated clubs are providing interaction and social exchange elegantly among the residents in different phases of the community. DHA Club Phase VIII is a sheer effort to knit beautifully the social fabric and is going to be the daily hangout for funloving people to hold group activity, social support and games with a wide range of dining choices. The state-of-the-art community club in Phase VIII spreads over a vast area of 24 Kanal. The magnificent DHA Phase VIII Club is a place to offer you the best traditional services in every aspect of its architectural flair. Members and guests can enjoy number of facilities which include indoor swimming pool, coffee shop & bakers, dedicated gym for ladies and gents, aerobic hall, event hall, reading room and guest rooms. Membership of this new club is open, this is going to be the best place to arrange and organize functions and get together parties with plenty of verve.
Phase VIII Club
The story of success of DHA Lahore continues with overwhelming glory through the days of its inception. Rapidly it has grown into one of the genuine largest housing society of the country. This chronicle of triumph has been achieved by the day and night toil and dedication.

Adorned with beautiful amenities, DHA Rahbar Phase XI has already completed construction of Gate No. 1 in Sector II (Extension) and possession of 1268 Kanal of the area has been opened. Besides the completed projects, there are multiple projects which are ongoing and will be completed in near future. These ongoing projects are from construction of underground electricity along with street light system of 1268 Kanal Phase II (Extension) to construction of peripheral boundary wall for Overhead Water Tank’s and Staff Quarters in Sector I, Sector II and Sector III (Halloki Gardens). Construction of Gate No. 2 and the gate of graveyard in Sector II (Extension) along with boundary wall has been completed. The total area of this graveyard is 17 Kanal having space for 580 graves and dedicated place for offering funeral. Supply & installation of sign boards/guide map in Sector I, II, and III (Halloki Gardens) is almost completed. The speedy progress is worth appreciating and speaks volume of efforts being put in by DHA. To facilitate the residents, DHA Phase XI (Rahbar) is constructing five sector shops in Block H, Sector II. Construction of five marla houses in Sector II (Extension) is also under progress.

To provide high quality education facility to its residents, a girls school is under construction in Sector I, B Block. The school will offer education to 2100 students till Matriculation & Intermediate, and O-level & A-level. The construction is spread over an area of 35 Kanal and will be provided with huge playground, multipurpose hall, cafeteria, gym and well equipped laboratories.

This is ample proof of dedication, honesty, veracious and virtuous hard work of this organization to keep up to its promise of providing facilities to its residents in shortest possible time. It should be remembered that by keeping up to the timings as per promise, the credibility of organization strengthens and enhance business.
BALLOTING OF SECTOR IV
DHA Phase XI (Rahbar)
The development in housing segment leads to economic development of any country. It can enhance economic performance and leads to sustainable development. DHA Lahore, being pioneer in housing development has paid special attention to ensure ongoing development works up to latest trends and highest quality standards.

DHA Phase VII was contrived in the year 2007 which encompasses an area of 21068 kanal, an additional area of 9281 kanal was conjoined in the years 2011 and 2012.

This phase shares its borders with BRB canal at East, Phase VI at West, Defence RAYA Golf course at North and Hudiara at South.

DHA Phase VII is adorned with number of distinguished features which bring in comfortable living. The ecological pinnacle of this place is the best environmental impact it possesses naturally by the clump of trees plantation along with BRB canal and having Golf course at other end. The residents of this Phase are much benefitted for being closer to environmentally friendly locations as green areas have several positive effects for the environment that contribute to cleaner water and air. Presently, after the completion of more than 80% possession, number of houses are rapidly growing and this area of land has potential to hold any kind of mega events in DHA. Planned amenities of Phase VII include 6 Commercial Areas, 1 Medical Centre, 2 Petrol Pumps, 1 Community Center and 16 Mosques, whereas 98% of the infrastructure development works have been completed with the electric energisation.
The fabulous life style DHA offers to the residents, is being extolled by the residents of DHA Phase VIII. This majestic place of amity encompasses an area of 16261 kanal, located closer to Allama Iqbal International Airport. The hint of self-satisfaction can be realised easily while interacting with the occupiers of Phase VIII, they consider their living place, a proud choice. Sophistication of the place is adorned here with recreational parks, elegant community club and devotional houses of worship. At other ends the extended progressive works of DHA witness its recurring progress.

In central park of the sector E, the management of DHA has provided the best track surface to run on, which is one of its kind in Lahore. Jogging or running on the soft surface of this synthetic flooring is significantly more forgiving on the muscles and joints. The senior citizens of the community now can enjoy a smoother walk with this enhanced comfort. The parks of sector A & W are also open for the residents.

Installation of informatory sign boards and road marking of commercial broadway & express way have also escalated the convenience.

Infrastructure development work and underground electrification at replanned area of Sector A are completed. A remarkable number of plots have been made open for the possession, in addition to it a big chunk of plots is likely to be opened soon. The construction of 132/11.5 KV (AIS) grid station for commercial broadway is another favourable outcome. Sewage disposal station (SDS) is installed to maintain a controlled environmental impact for the complete surrounding area and particularly it is a facilitation for the people living in adjacent areas.

DHA keeps safe its concerns for the improvement of the community graveyards also. The delivery of services including ablution area, prayer, mortuary, as well as services of burial are quite satisfying in the cemetery. Boundary wall, solid platform for offering funeral prayers, lighting arrangements, availability of flowers-wreath, proper storm-water drainage arrangements within the graveyard, walking tracks, gazebo for the comfort of the people who want to sit for prayers and guard room for caretaker are provided to grace the serene place of Phase VIII.
The vision of DHA is to provide comfort, facilities, ease and satisfaction to its residents. DHA’s momentum and acceleration to complete its projects within laid down time is worth praising. One gets dazed and astounded on these great efforts, just to ensure that the residents get benefited in shortest possible time. DHA Lahore has initiated a series of projects which includes commercial and residential projects which will certainly make the residents proud of their rightful investment.

Vision without action is a dream. Action without vision is simply passing the time. Action with vision is making a positive difference.

– Joel Barker
INTO FRUITION
Completed Projects

**DRGCC Club House Building, Phase VI**
DHA furnishes special facilities to its residents where they can socialize, have fun, and enjoy sports activities. The elegant living of DRGCC caters its residents with an exclusive club enhanced with most advanced facilities. The DRGCC Club House Building includes guest rooms, lounges, cigar room, spa & saloon, gyms, swimming pool, tennis & squash courts which can easily accommodate 300 persons. This huge project is spread over an area of 56 Kanal with a spacious parking area for 259 vehicles. The completion of this project is a big achievement for DHA Lahore.

**Restructuring of Swimming Pool Building Sector J, Phase I, and Sector Y, Phase III**
In addition to other sports and recreation facilities, modern swimming pools in Sector J, Phase I, and Sector Y Phase III has been restructured. These swimming pools are comprised of all new advancements and latest safety features.

**Main Entrance Gate Sector XX, Phase III**
The significance of sign postings and entrance gates cannot be neglected when it comes to beautification and attracting people towards a residential area. In this regard main entrance gate of Sector XX, Phase III has been constructed which adds glamour to DHA Lahore.

**Construction of Eight Additional Class Rooms at TAC School**
A keen interest in education has been shown by DHA Lahore to upgrade education facility for the students of TAC School. In this regard, eight additional class rooms have been built to provide sufficient space and quality education to the students.

**Underpass Sector M, Phase V**
The residents are facilitated by the construction of an underpass, which gives direct access to Sector M, Phase V.

**DHA Events Halls, Phase V**
DHA has catered for providing marriage hall facility to its residents. The facility has three halls with a covered area of 154785 sqft. Each hall has the capacity to accommodate 500 persons at a time with three lifts installed. There are two bridal rooms and two bridegroom rooms. There is a spacious area for car parking where 330 cars can park in the basement and 180 can park on the ground floor.

“We can't continuously be a society of well-wishers. We must take action to bring those wishes to fruition.”

– Steve Maraboli
The mosques are the lighthouses of guidance. The presence of these peaceful sanctums for prayers is the humble way to recreate pure divine presence on earth. DHA has always regarded the needs of the residents and the construction of beautiful mosques in different sectors of all phases is an effort to restore the adoration and fervent love for supreme being.
Mosque Sector D Phase V
This mosque has been recently completed. It has the capacity to accommodate approximately 825 Gents & 175 Ladies. This mosque is spread over the area of 3.5 Kanals.

Mosque Sector G Phase V
The construction of this mosque has also been completed which is spread over an area of 3.5 Kanal. It accommodates 825 Gents & 175 ladies at a time.

Mosque Sector L Phase VI
This recently completed mosque has a covered area of 12348 Sqft & the plot area is 3.7 Kanal. It has the capacity to accommodate 900 persons.

Mosque Sector A Phase VI
The construction of this mosque has also been completed which is spread over the area of 8 Kanal. It has a capacity of accommodating 2200 (Gents) & 300 (ladies) at a time.

Mosque Sector A Phase VIII
This mosque has an enormous capacity of accommodating approximately 2260 (Gents) & 610 (ladies). This mosque is spread over an area of 9 Kanal.

Mosque Sector P Phase VIII (Ex-Air Avenue)
The construction of this mosque is recently completed. The plot area of this mosque is four Kanal and this mosque can accommodate 1410 (Gents) & 210 (ladies).

Mosque Sector P Phase I
This mosque has also been completed and has the capacity to accommodate 322 persons at a time. The plot area is 2 Kanal and the covered area of this mosque is 6756 Sqft.

Mosque Sector Q Phase II
This mosque has an area of 3 Kanal with a total capacity of 814 persons at a time. The construction & provision of mosques in various phases is a vigorous effort of DHA management.
On Going Projects

It takes half your life before you discover life is a do-it-yourself project.
— Napoleon Hill

Commercial Plaza Plot No 58, Main Boulevard, Phase VI

This commercial plaza is one of the benchmark projects of DHA Lahore. The plaza is covered over an area of 51006 sq. ft. having four levels of storeys (B + G+ M+ 4). It is almost completed and only 10% of work is left.

Extension of Rising Sun Institute

Continuing with DHA philanthropic work the extension of Rising Sun Institute is also underway with state of-the-art building complex to be completed soon.

Sports Complex Phase VI

In order to provide amusement, entertainment, exercise and recreation to its residents, DHA has ensured to provide rollicking atmosphere by laying special emphasis on building of sports complex SectorA Phase VI. This sports complex has a covered area of 80041 sqft. with latest facilities including a cricket ground, two football grounds, and a jogging track which measures 645 meters long. There is also a multipurpose gymnasium, cafe, and climbing wall. The complex has a vast parking area where 310 vehicles can be park. The construction works are fast paced and almost 80% of the work has been completed.
Community Clubs play a significant role in building bonhomie. DHA Clubs are well-managed and considered safer places to build good-fellowship, harmony, interaction and association between the members. Identifying the needs of the members and fostering inclusion have made our clubs the highly liked places among the people who are keen to find the exclusive places of family entertainment & healthy life style. DHA is the organization which realizes well the importance of life amenities to enhance and cater the community life style. At our clubs, we provide top class facilities at reasonable costs and giving the residents a chance to become members of the places of comfort and style. Community Club Sector K, Phase VI, encompasses land area of 171 Kanal which is going to be a top-notch place bringing everything the members would expect. This state of the art project has completed 70% construction work. Some of the highlighted features of this desirous place include the luxurious bed room suites, executive guest rooms, meeting rooms, conference rooms, auditorium, restaurants, banquet halls, game rooms, badminton, tennis & squash courts, bowling alley, ladies & gents’ gyms, spa & Jacuzzi, dedicated swimming pools, party halls, bakery & coffee shop, laundry area and the list goes on. This crème of the crop project was commenced on 1st June 2015 and is likely to be completed by mid 2020.
DHA Lahore Kennel Club and Vet Hospital

DHA is bringing state of the art kennel club and vet hospital in Phase VI with boarding, breeding and training facilities.

DHA Lahore believes in the value of community welfare through personal care. It will be an endeavor to provide utmost ease & comfort to the animals and the clients, while visiting this place professionals will treat illnesses and injuries, conduct surgical and medical procedures, dental work and vaccinate animals against diseases. They will also teach owners preventive healthcare.

This state-of-the-art Dog’s centre and vet hospital is going to offer numerous veterinary services over an area of 27351 sqft (4.36 Kanals) which encompasses reception area, waiting area, grooming rooms, hall-way, pet examination room, indoor and outdoor play areas, dogs & cats wards and condos.

Whether it is birds or animals, pets have a special bonding with their masters and respond back with all their affection. Take best care of the pets, help them to conquer their fears and feed them healthy food.

Establishment of High End Education Institutions & Schools
The establishment of modern education institutions is inevitable to develop the society in the domains of economy and culture. DHA Lahore has decided to construct high end educational institutions in Sector
T and W Phase VIII for Boys and Girls Campuses. In addition to these institutions, development of schools in DHA Rahbar Sector A and B and DHA EME Sector F are also in planning phase.

Renovation of Defence Public Library Sector Z Phase III
To attract a large number of residents, renovation of Defence Public Library Sector Z Phase III is being done with an aim to provide modern art library facilities.

Renovation/Uplifting of R Club Phase II and FF Club Phase IV
DHA Lahore has planned to renovate/uplift the R Club Phase II and FF Club Phase IV which will give an opportunity to the residents to socialize and enjoy recreational facilities.
A Spur To Convenience!

DHA Lahore strongly believes in developing new amenities and enhancing its facilitation spectrum to add more value for its residents.

In the wake of pullulate needs of the residents, DHA management is establishing more state of the art Hi-Tech fuel stations (petrol pumps). Five new fuel stations are being established, one in Phase II, one in Phase V, two in Phase VI, one in Phase XI (Rahbar) and one in Phase XII (EME). Establishment of more petrol pumps are also planned for phases VII and VIII.

DHA Cinema has been refurbished, the major aspects include installation of new screen, sound system, upgraded interior and exterior of the building, renovation of canteen & waiting area and establishment of prayers area. Online booking has raised the convenience, an increased viewership is the corollary of more updated ambience.

Convenience stores and confectioners are being established in different Phases and Sectors which include Kitchen Cuisine outlets in Phases II, IV, VI and VII, food outlets in Phase III, floral shops in Phase II and lube shop in Phase III for vehicle maintenance and light care. DHA being a successful organisation is on quest to bring enhancements and prosperity.
Future Projects
PHASE XIII (DHA CITY PROJECT)

WHEN CROWD HOOTED ITS DISAGREEMENT WITH DHA ...

THE TRUTH BEHIND

What do we feel about the people we encounter in our daily lives who are looters, burglars, filchers, housebreakers or tress passers? a sudden sense of trepidation we experience. We remain enmeshed in any disputing process and the delayed resolution of cases gives rise to constant agitation.

DHA City Project was an agony not for the sufferers only but for the Organization too, DHA itself being a victim of this conspiracy was sailing in the same boat with the sufferers but has been working always tirelessly to give harborage and relief to the affectees.

DHA is a trademark name for credibility, excellence and has earned a high name by following the transparency of procedures over the years. The yin and yang are interrelated to one another but the strong organizations like DHA remain committed to build image and avoid any cumbersome ways.

Recently, the news about DHA City Lahore has been a talk of the town. The intensive complaints and annoyance of public is well realized by DHA management which has been always ready to address the grievances.

What is DHA City Lahore issue? What was the planned location, what went wrong with this project? Let’s address the facts.

Regretfully the case is simply that of promised land which wasn’t delivered or made available, nor any development was initiated solely on the account of the failure of Globaco (Pvt) Ltd (DHA’s JV partner). Over a period of time, there was complete silence on the development of the project from the JV Partner. Two years back a scam regarding this project emerged. The innocent public became the victim of fraud amounting to billions of rupees. Globaco (Pvt) Ltd secured the funds in their own account for personal interest. The management of Globaco (Pvt) Ltd in the beginning of the project, signed the agreement to develop DHA City project on 25,000 kanals of land with DHA but failed to acquire the required land. The company could only purchase very limited area and that too in scattered forms. There are over 11,000 registered affectees of DHA City.
DHA management remained engaged with Globaco (Pvt) Ltd continuously for the early clearance of liabilities. Hence, DHA referred the case to NAB as a last resort as Globaco (Pvt) Ltd committed criminal breach of trust and defaulted. DHA has already published public notices for the general awareness of the public in newspapers to seek correct information and absolve DHA from the fraudulent activity.

DHA has ever won public trust and is pleased to announce that the long awaited issue of DHA City Project has been resolved in the light of the judgment given by Honorable Supreme Court of Pakistan on 1st Jan 2019 in HRC 96122-P of 2018. The Honorable Supreme Court has directed DHA to take over the project for its development and handing over of plots to its members. DHA city project is renamed as DHA Phase XIII, the organization is eager to serve its members in the most congenial and friendly atmosphere.
SYNERGY

Coming together is a beginning;
Keeping together is progress;
Working together is success.

– Henry Ford
DOLMEN MALL

In the modern world consumer prefer one-stop-shopping destinations, which offers convenience, choice and comfort. DHA is bringing state of the art retail establishment, Dolmen Mall, at an attractive and valuable location in Sector A, Phase VI.

The Organisation has always realised the need of the modern world where a consumer expecting best service within a short time and under one roof. Dolmen Mall is going to provide the vast range of facilities and entertainment for the residents and consumers such as hyper market, anchor stores, cafe, restaurants, food court, indoor amusement and recreational facilities. The construction of large scale shopping mall in DHA Phase VI will be getting more attention and value. With the introduction of high-end brands the mall is going to generate a high level of employment as well.
The state-of-the-art Lahore Times Square, in Sector N, Phase VI, is going to be a wonderfully constructed edifice offering mixed use buildings in a single project. In collaboration with PAL Technologies (UAE), DHA is going to launch this mega project which will house Shopping Mall, Plaza, Shopping Street, Hotel, Residences and Offices. The convenience and services available at this mixed use development project will make the living and shopping experience of DHA more enjoyable.
Gold Crest Mall & Residency is an upcoming commercial project by DHA Lahore & Giga Group Holdings in DHA Phase IV Lahore which offers luxury, lush green surroundings, and comprehensive amenities at a prime location of DHA Lahore. The project consists of 19 floors with 254 breathtakingly luxurious apartments available for sale. The retail area has been kept spacious comprising many options of shopping, dining and entertainment. Due to four levels of spacious basement parking and state-of-the-art parking guidance system, the mall has the capacity to provide sizeable parking space to residents and customers. The mall is expected to be completed by end 2019 with commissioning to be initiated later on.
Haly Tower

Haly Tower is a gigantic project based on synergy which is situated at prime location of Lalak Jan Chowk, Sector R, Phase II. This elegant epitome is a gainful commercial building that includes Shopping Mall, Food Court, Play Area and Corporate Offices. Equipped with highly maintained common areas and central fire safety system, this complex can be called an appealing commercial and business centre. The tower has a total area of 100,000 sqft giving rise to 17 floors. The dedicated 8 floors encompasses 119 offices. The ample car parking comprises of four basements. The process of occupancy by the tenants of shops and offices is continued and the project can be officially launched at any moment. The shopaholics will enjoy under one roof shopping at the drop of the hat.
Multiplex Cinemas have a key role in stimulating associated leisure and commercial developments in urban sector. It has powerfully altered the nature of traditional cinema by combining food courts, retail shops, and other recreational activities, thus making it a complete entertainment zone. The earth breaking ceremony of the Family Entertainment Complex in Sector K Phase VI was held on 31st Oct, 2018 in which Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, Administrator DHA laid the foundation of this project. The entertainment complex includes eight Cinema Screens, Retail Shops, Food Courts, Kids Play Area, Drivers Room, Prayer Area, and Basement Parking for over 350 vehicles. The complex will be open for public in 2021.
Healthcare Complexes are regarded as an important determinant in promoting the physical, mental health, and well-being of people living in a community. Keeping in view the necessities of residents, DHA announced the establishment of tertiary care health facility in Phase V to look after the immediate medical requirements of the residents.

The project has been named as Integrated Medical Care (IMC) which is a day care health facility. The Center will engage a team of best doctors in the town with state of the art Infrastructure, Diagnostic Labs, and Modern Medical Equipment. The facility will provide 24/7 emergency and diagnostic services having 25 beds capacity. Adequate Parking area is planned to cater for all the patients with focus on creating minimum disturbance to residents / neighbors. The Medical Complex will be completed and ready for providing services by end 2020.

**Clinics**
- General medicine
- General surgery
- Ophthalmology
- Eye & ENT
- Pediatrics
- Gynecology
- Gastroenterology
- Pulmonology
- Dentistry
Earth Breaking-Integrated Medical Centre Phase V
The Fairways Commercial Plazas is an outstanding and ideal project consisting of 120 plazas which defines the luxury living and business opportunities in Defence Raya. This beautiful architectural project is going to offer all the essential facilities within a safe and secure environment. The entire building of this plaza has wide corridors and lifts to facilitate the traffic flow. This state of the art commercial destination is bringing a number of facilities which make it a lucrative choice of entrepreneurs.
WE MAKE A LIVING BY WHAT WE GET BUT WE MAKE A LIFE BY WHAT WE GIVE.
— WINSTON CHURCHIL
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The persons faced with major life obstacles can overcome the life setbacks if we are ready to provide them a favourable atmosphere to explore the hidden abilities they possess. This needs to become the norm that a person with a disability should be treated with compassion because these differently abled persons are first and foremost human beings with desires, talents and skills just like everyone else. The differently abled persons are more ambitious and want to work.

Rising Sun Institute was established in 1984 by Dr. Abdul Tawwab Khan & Mrs. Parveen Abdul Tawwab as a special education center for mentally and physically challenged children. It has two campuses located in DHA and Mughalpura. It is the largest Institute for special education in Pakistan providing education, vocational & computer training, physio, hydro, speech therapy and various other forms of rehabilitation.
The services rendered include individualized education programs, Free Transportation, Games, Sports & Cultural activities are also the integral part of the program. 

We try to provide them such kind of training opportunities through which they can become contributors to the society rather than just consumers. – Rising Sun Spokesperson

Besides its existing campus in Defense, DHA has recently donated eight more Kanals of area to Rising Sun Institute for construction of an independent building for visually impaired children. The construction process is in progress and the building has four floors which will be operational by November 2019.

We must remember that special children may have limitations in some areas but they possess extraordinary talents. Rising Sun Institute polishes such unique talents of the students and enables them to not only become more confident and self-reliant but make them all the more use full citizens.
Hope Uplift foundation (HUF) is an independent voluntary, and non-political charitable organization which has been dedicated to the uplifting of poor localities around Lahore for the past ten years. The mission of HUF is to be of assistance to underprivileged individuals and families with their programs, resources and expertise while engaging with the elite communities, their members and supporters as well as youth.

HUF Volunteers come from all over Lahore and are from all age groups with wide variety of perspectives. Volunteers are welcomed to partake in any activities ranging from field work to administrative tasks.

HUF offers a summer internship opportunity at the end of every academic year in which a summer camp for underprivileged children is established for educational purposes. The internship entails teaching children art, music, drama and English language.
Volunteers from the Hope Uplift Foundation also run a support program in which they provide money, education or sewing machines on monthly instalments to the poor communities living in the suburbs of DHA and in most cases the monthly instalments are waived off too as many parents could not even afford that.

As a part of DHA CSR vision, DHA has provided four kanals of land in Sector EE Phase IV to HUF and a four storey tall building is under construction to support HUF in their efforts to cater to the underprivileged. The construction work has been completed as a Build Operate Transfer project by DHA. The goal is to provide quality and state of the art education from play group to matric for the underprivileged.

Hope Uplift School will be occupied with more than 60 students. Due to the trust of people in DHA owned projects there is a huge influx of parents who want to withdraw their children from the local public school and enroll them in Hope Uplift.

DHA believes that everything we do to help organizations like HUF make a difference. The support we provide has a ripple effect. It helps the organization, the individuals it serves, their respective families, their communities, and it helps us.

Where ever there is a human being, there is an opportunity for kindness.

– HUF Motto
Every human being has a right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, which includes food, clothing, housing, medical care and necessary social services.

Al Mustafa Welfare Trust has a dedicated charitable team working to supply an extensive variety of necessary services to people in need within Pakistan. From healthcare and education to food, water and emergency relief, their network enables individuals to help those in need across the country. Worldwide poverty is an ongoing issue, which is why Al Mustafa Welfare Trust is dedicated to provide sustainable, long-lasting solutions internationally as well. The humanitarian aids of Almustafa Trust are sending help to the vulnerable in Africa, Sri Lanka, Kashmir,
Bangladesh, Gaza and Syria over the last 35 years. Al-Mustafa Welfare Trust is proud to have been able to provide humanitarian relief for many individuals, families and communities in some of the poorest regions of the world.

Chairman Al Mustafa Trust Lt Gen Ghulam Muhammad Malik (Retd) highlighted that Al-Mustafa Trust is providing best health care facilities to about 0.5 million deserving people annually. Al-Mustafa Trust is urging philanthropists and organizations like DHA & others to play their role by joining hands with the trust to serve the ailing humanity.

DHA Lahore is fully supporting the noble cause of Al-Mustafa Welfare Trust. As a first step of support, DHA has designated a piece of land over two kanals in Sector EE Phase IV for the trust. This four storey building will be the new beginning and a ray of hope for the unfortunate & needy. It will be a Build Operate Transfer project under the administration of DHA.

DHA is also supporting the trust to operate multiple medical centers in different cities which are equipped with latest machinery and are extending health facilities to the downtrodden. These medical centres are providing free of cost treatment to patients suffering from cardiac ailments, Hepatitis, T.B and other lethal diseases.

Healthcare, Education, Food Aid, Disaster/Emergency Relief, are few of the areas in which Al Mustafa Welfare Trust is engaged. Everyone who supports Al-Mustafa Welfare Trust is making a valuable contribution to the humanity and towards making a more empathetic global community.
The mark of a great nation is that it focuses on educational development of its children at an early age. Education changes people’s perceptions by bringing positive thoughts and removing negative thoughts. It is the responsibility of every individual of the society to play their part in supporting educational projects / initiatives for the underprivileged because it provides an opportunity for us to prepare young minds irrespective of their socio-economic class, for the world we can’t envisage yet.

Unfortunately in Pakistan provision of quality education to the underprivileged is still a much neglected area. Quality education is a luxury only a few can afford.

Defence Housing Authority Lahore has undertaken the initiative of providing “privileged education” to the underprivileged via Teach a child (TAC) School System. Officially inaugurated in
October, TAC offers an opportunity to the wards of financially constrained families to enter an educational facility similar, in form and substance, to any privileged educational institution in Pakistan, from nursery to grade 5.

DHA campus located in Sector GG Phase contains highly qualified staff of 21 teachers. More than 350 families register themselves here every month. This school is not for DHA residents rather it is for the families who take up employment in DHA resident’s home or its surrounding areas. TAC batch of 1998 is currently studying in universities including LUMS, LSE, Kinnaird College and FAST and these students will become future ambassadors of the school for their community.

With DHA’s continuous efforts and allocation of more land, TAC Defence campus will further be able to enroll 250-300 more students in year 2020 for class 6th. Beside this, students for class 7th and 8th will also be catered in the future.

“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.”
– William Butler Yeats
CREATING SHARED VALUE

Haleem Campus

Haleem Campus has been playing a pivotal role in helping students to quench their thirst of knowledge for the last 67 years. Every year hundreds of students both male and female complete their secondary education from Haleem Campus. Haleem campus is dedicated and committed towards improving the standards of education in Pakistan.

Defence Housing Authority has also lent a hand in this endeavor in the form of land dedication to Haleem campus. DHA is one of the few organizations that have always focused on community services and has led and supported several CSR projects working towards community building such as education, rehabilitation and support programs.

TB Center Overhead Water Tank W Block Phase III

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the top ten diseases worldwide and has been categorized as one of the top contributor towards the global burden of disease. WHO has requested nations to make TB elimination as their priority health objective. Pakistan is ranked 5th amongst countries with TB prevalence in the world and many private and government funded initiatives have been taken in the last few years to reduce the number of TB cases in the country.

DHA Lahore has also contributed towards this objective by running a TB Center, situated at Overhead Water Tank W Block Phase III, that offers best possible TB treatment to the under privileged patients for the past 14 years free of cost. DHA bears the cost of treatment as well as time to time renovation, maintenance, and up gradation of this clinic as a part of its CSR vision.

Do for this life as if you live forever, do for the afterlife as if you die tomorrow.
– Hazrat Ali (R.A)

Data Shah Fakro Dispensary DHA Lahore

To extend healthcare services to the needy patients, DHA Lahore constructed Data Shah Fakro Dispensary in Sector K DHA Phase I on 16 Marla land to render free of cost healthcare, educational, and vocational training for street and working children. DHA Maintenance Branch constructed new room for the dispensary to cater for increasing number of patients and provided security guard for the safety of the workers and the students which has been greatly appreciated by the dispensary staff and the residents of the area.

New Learner Booth at Driving License Center DHA Lahore

DHA in collaboration with Traffic Police Lahore established a Learner Booth for issuance of Driving License at 2nd Floor of DHA Plaza K-94 Phase I. The primary motive behind the establishment of this Learner Booth is to facilitate residents in getting driving licenses without visiting far off license booths located at Arfa Karim IT Tower, LOS Lines, Liberty, and Cantonment Office. The residents are now able to receive driving licenses in minimum possible time.
HALEEM CAMPUS

NEW LEARNER BOOTH AT DRIVING LICENSE CENTER

TB CENTER OVERHEAD WATER TANK W BLOCK PHASE III

DATA SHAH FAKRO DISPENSARY

VOCATIONAL TRAINING AT DATA SHAH FAKRO DISPENSARY
CLIENT RELATIONS

Ask your customers to be part of the solution, and don’t view them as part of the problem.

– Alan Weiss

It is usually said that “it costs five times to attract a new customer than retaining one”. This is said genuinely because customers are concerned about product and services and equally overwhelmed by the treatment they met with. Due to diversity and competition, people not only have more choices but are also more informed than ever which makes customer services ever challenging. Top of the line service appointments leaves a customer with an impression of importance and respect which helps building organization’s image too.

The customer care model of DHA Lahore focuses on minimizing customer care time without compromising quality. Since it vows to show humility, respect and fairness, DHA Public Relations Branch always strives to find and implement those solutions which have an everlasting impact on its customers.
Facilitation Counters
These counters are made to provide brochures and forms of Processes and SOPs related to DHA. Whether it is Schedule of Charges or Construction of Home, our customer care officers guide residents in detail and try to resolve their issues at very initial stage. Dedicated cards have been issued to customers for visiting different floors. Moreover, a separate section is available where residents can pay taxes without visiting Walton or Lahore Cantonment Board which is highly appreciated by the residents.

Other Desks
The purpose of Land Owners Desk is to facilitate the land owners who are willing to offer their land to DHA. This dedicated desk guides them at every stage for facilitation and early resolution of cases. The improved timelines and services have reduced the hassle for land owners. Transfer Desk process cases related to NDC, amalgamation of plots, change of name, allotment/intimation/issuance of letters. A number of initiatives have been taken to minimize documentation and delays in case processing. The staff at Building Control Desk deliver complete guidance and solution related to water connection, demarcation, drawings, site plan approvals, and completion certificates. In order to ensure best in class customer service to NOK/Senior Citizens, a dedicated desk has been established to assist them in transfer related procedures.

Other initiatives
- SMS alert service has been started to intimate residents about important notifications.
- A number of new officers and customer service representatives have been hired to assist in improving customer service standards and
quality control to improve service quality and facilitation as an on-going process.

- Oversees Pakistanis can resolve their transfer issues now through email system. The queries and issues received through emails are timely responded and transferred to respective branches with constant follow-up.
- Two dedicated desks are established for attending and responding to customer complaints on phone calls.
I am pleased to share that the issue of DHA City has been resolved after a long time which is a big relief for me. I hope that DHA will handle this project with highest level of transparency & dedication and bring value to its residents and investors.

– ABDUL SALAM

After sacrifice and long waiting period, I am happy that DHA has started process for allocation and handing over the property to the investors which is a good sign. I expect that this allocation process will continue smoothly in future also. Thank you DHA.

– MUHAMMAD NADEEM

After sacrifice and long waiting period, I am happy that DHA has started process for allocation and handing over the property to the investors which is a good sign. I expect that this allocation process will continue smoothly in future also. Thank you DHA.

– MUHAMMAD NADEEM
A big thank you to the Honorable Judge of Supreme Court and DHA Management for taking exceptional measures and courageous decision for resolution of DHA City issue. We are finally looking forward to get returns on our investment which is a positive sign. A creation of forum by DHA shall be highly regarded where authentic news about DHA Phase XIII are available on regular basis.

– FAISAL MALIK

It is with great pleasure I would like to thank Almighty Allah that the issue of DHA City has been resolved after a long time and sufferers like me are benefited from the court’s decision. It is true that patience brings happiness and end result is always fruitful after difficult times.

– AHMED JAWAID AWAN

There is no doubt that DHA Lahore has taken serious initiative to recover the losses occurred due to DHA City issue. I look forward to receive the allotment letter as soon as possible and pray that this process may complete soon.

– RIZWAN KHALIQ
Gleeful Shindys
The chirping birds and buzzing bees of spring refers to rebirth, regrowth & reawakening. Spring is the season of year when nature whispers and reveals secrets of existence, flowers smile and create hopes in hearts.

The singing birds and dancing flowers are not only the contributors of colors of spring but DHA Lahore also plays a vigorous role to hold, preserve and share the beauties of Spring. The local name of this season of blossom and beauty is Mosam-ay-Bahar and DHA celebrates it as Jashn-e-Baharan.

DHA Lahore has this privilege to stage & celebrate the spring season by holding many floral and sports competitions with festivity and enthusiasm each year. DHA has held this year a mega event to welcome the spring and our esteemed residents, equally.

The jamboree of joy hosted by DHA at H-Park Sector H Phase VI was embellished by exemplary decorative details of flowers, a grand musical evening and an impressive awards ceremony. This event of Jashn-e-Baharan was attended by a large number of residents, who enjoyed the breathtaking performances of country’s renowned singers till end and highly appreciated DHA’s efforts for holding such a graceful event.

*And to both, bee and flower, the giving and receiving of the pleasure is a need and an ecstasy.*

–Khalil Gibran
WHEN NATURE WHISPERS...
JASHAN-E-BAHARAN
Winners !!!

CAT 1, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
2 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Brig (Retd) Arshad Raza, H. No. 190, Sec-L, Phase I

CAT 2, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
2 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Mr. Tariq Mughal, H. No. 71, Sec-G, Phase V

CAT 3, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
1 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Aatif Javed Shah, H. No. 272, Sec-D, Phase V

CAT 1, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
2 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Azhar ur Rehman Sheikh, H. No. 183, Sec-Y, Phase III

CAT 2, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
2 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Prof. Dr. Khalid Waheed, H. No. 320, Sec-D, Phase V

CAT 3, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
1 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Khawaja Salman Anwar, H. No. 198, Sec-DD, Phase IV

CAT 1, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
2 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Dr. Tahoor Tina Manzar, H. No. 120, Sec-W, Phase III

CAT 2, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
2 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Mian Asad Bashir, H. No. 82, Sec-D, Phase VIII

CAT 3, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
1 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Misbah Wajahat, H. No. 387, Sec-GG, Phase IV
CAT 4, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
1 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Fatima Bin-Te-Ali, H. No. 240/1, Sec-C, Phase V

CAT 4, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN ABOVE
1 KANAL PLOTS RESIDENCE
Ahsan Imran Sheikh, H. No. 200, Sec-P, Phase VIII

CAT 5, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN
10 MARLA HOUSES RESIDENCE
Mrs. Sarosh Zaidi, H. No. 413, Sec-D, Phase V

CAT 5, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN
10 MARLA HOUSES RESIDENCE
MR. JAVED, H. No. 308, Sector A, Phase VI

CAT 5, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN
10 MARLA HOUSES RESIDENCE
MR. JUNAID ADEEB, H. No. 98, Sector JJ, Phase IV

CAT 6, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN
10 MARLA HOUSES RESIDENCE
SABUHI SAEED AFZAL, H. No. 183, Sector V, Phase II

CAT 6, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN
10 MARLA HOUSES RESIDENCE
YASMEEN SALEEM, H. No. 974, Sector D, Phase VI

CAT 6, INSIDE-OUTSIDE LAWN
10 MARLA HOUSES RESIDENCE
MIAN MUHAMMAD SAEED, H. No. 595, Sector XX, Phase III

CAT 7, DHA CLUBS
Col (Retd) Shoukat, Secy Club
DHA Club, Sector R, Phase II
Winners !!!
Plants and minerals are bound to predestination. The faithful is only bound to the divine order.

—Allama Iqbal
Let blessings fall like blossoms all around you.

– Rumi
Trees are one of our most precious natural resources. Having a beautiful green space has also been known to lower down blood pressure, reduce muscle tension, and improve attention spans and the best way to say “NO” to pollution.

DHA Horticulture branch is making an effort in maintaining and increasing the greenery in DHA by planting trees in all phases. It is actively involved in tree plantation of maximum native tree species to increase the green cover. DHA Horticulture is promoting tree plantation by arranging various events to bring awareness to the residents about the necessity of conserving nature.

DHA has proposed some salient measures for tree plantation. The management has decided to plant 101,977 plants all over in DHA Lahore. Choice of species and varieties is very important. Native, shady and oxygen producing varieties of plants have been selected which are also well suited to urban plantation. DHA is emphasizing on planting large size trees having an average height of 8-10 feet to ensure better survival and desired growth in less time. Well planted trees can resist extreme climatic events.

More than one Lac trees particularly semi mature trees would be planted in developing phases i.e. Phase VI to Ph IX. To beautify the view, trees will be planted at road shoulders. Every 5-10 marla house will have at least one tree, 1 kanal will have two trees and similarly 2 kanal house will have 4 trees. Desirous residents will be provided with free of cost trees at their doorsteps. Each street will have one shady and one flowering tree.

As these plantations have a direct impact on Ecosystem so they lead to various healthy outcomes such as improvement in extreme weather conditions and improved breathing conditions. In this way we are not only aiming towards a beautiful environment but a healthy one too.

The strategy of DHA is to plant more, protect more, maintain better and engage the community.

---

Green is the prime color of the world, and from which its loveliness arises.  
– Pedro Calderon de la Barca

---

“The creation of a thousand forests is in one acorn.”

---

“Services to others is the rent you pay for your room here on earth.”  
– Mohammad Ali
Pakistan is blessed with intellectual people, amazing weather, jaw dropping scenery and abundance of natural resources which give us hope, a sense of security, safety and survival. With diverse altitudinal variations, Pakistan spans over a number of ecological regions from Thar to Karakorum. Each ecosystem has played a vital role in providing an economic basis of growth and developments. Keeping this in mind ecological concerns need to be the cornerstone of all strategic developmental considerations.

Fact of the matter is that the challenges of environmental degradation and adverse climatic changes have become too obvious in the country to be ignored any longer. Over 70 years of environmental degradation and deforestation has taken its toll. With just 2 to 5 percent of its original tree cover, Pakistan has as little as 2.2 percent of total forest cover.

Pakistan is no stranger to mass reforestation efforts. Housing communities like DHA have bylaws that ensure each residential area to have 62% dedicated Green Zone with plants and trees etc. All real estate communities should follow in the footsteps of DHA and they need to adopt the green policy in their institutional framework and develop capacity to mitigate the adverse impact on green environment. Integrating these practices into the urban projects from planning to implementation will improve long-term outlook.

Meanwhile Defence Housing Authority is working towards establishing DHA as a first ever green society in Pakistan with an initial milestone of planting more than 100,000 trees in a two months period with key focus on tree type e.g., planting trees that are native to the region (38 species) that offers more shade and oxygen levels. DHA is focused towards building healthier living conditions for generations to come so they can reap the benefit of today’s efforts.

Besides plantation of new trees, maintenance of existing trees is also a significant measure which DHA has voluntarily undertaken by providing trees with 13 key micronutrients to keep them healthy. Protocols like, no person shall climb, bark, peel, cut, deface, remove, injure, root up or otherwise destroy or damage any tree or part thereof located in DHA Lahore have been strictly implemented.

On 14th August 2018 DHA held a ceremony under the leadership of Administrator DHA Lahore Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, who appreciated efforts for greens zones and plantation drives. He also inaugurated the event by planting a tree to begin the festivities of 14th August.
NATIONAL ARDOUR
DEFENCE HOUSING AUTHORITY MAIN OFFICE,
PHASE VI, LAHORE
Martyrdom is not limited to the ambit of a state or the limits of a home-grown ideology. When a mortal being walks on the path of truth, sacrifice and putting something other than himself first, in the process, gives up his life, he becomes immortal.

Pakistan emerged after sacrifices of more than one million people. The story did not end here but continued with more sacrifices during our wars. There have been astounding marvels by the armed forces in endeavor to safeguard borders. Officers, junior commissioned officers and other ranks, performed breath-taking miraculous and incredible sacrifices in protection of our mother land. There are many tales of martyrdom, starting from Major Tufail Shaheed, Capt Sarwar Shaheed, Major Aziz Bhatti Shaheed, Pilot Officer Rashid Minhas Shaheed, Hav Lalik Jan, L/Naik Mahfooz Shaheed and thousands others which cannot be forgotten.

This is a country where a mother’s eyes swell with tears of gratitude to the Almighty that her son has died a martyr’s death when her son’s body comes home wrapped in the
Pakistan's flag. Numerous sacrifices have been rendered by the Pakistani armed forces with an unprecedented spirit of unity and determination to counter the enemy attacks and safeguard Pakistan’s territorial integrity. Globally, Pakistan Army ranks sixth in terms of manpower and they are the third largest contributor of troops to United Nations Peacekeeping missions and have the largest women representation in the Muslim world. While this does trigger a very strong sense of nationalism but we have to look at the families who have sacrificed their everything for our tomorrow.

DHA Lahore never forgets the sacrifices of their heroes and pays homage to all fearless and brave soldiers of the armed forces who shed their precious blood in defense & love of their mother land.

DHA has exhibited its gratitude to Shuhda and their families by developing Shuhda Support programme. DHA has designated a special team of representatives in each branch for handling concerns of the families of Shuhda. When one achieves martyrdom while in service of the country their family is allotted plot in Defense Housing Authority. They need assistance in building, buying or selling of this land and DHA has designated staff and setup to facilitate this process.

An example of DHA’s dedication and appreciation to the shaheed came from within the organization when one of our staff Abdul Hakeem (Retd) from Pakistan Army working in DHA as a security guard was gunned down while safeguarding the residents/visitors in the mosque of X block Phase III. No medal or worldly benefit can substitute the sacrifice of martyrs however DHA in its capacity tried to acknowledge the great sacrifice made by Abdul Hakeem by supporting his family in different ways. Our Prayers and support are with the family of the Shaheed.

“Empty words and long praises do not impress God. Show him your faith by your deeds.”

— Abdul Sattar Edhi
This is the story of bravery and courage of Captain Fasih Babar Amin Shaheed (Sbt) and how a son of the soil valiantly fought for its motherland. Capt Fasih Babar embraced shahadat while combating terrorism on 21st June 2012 during Operation Allah Wali Strike-2, in Ladha Sector of South Waziristan Agency. It was aimed at eliminating the militants ring leader Molvi Shamim who had master minded the operation opposing a Baloch Unit in 2007. Captain Fasih Babar Amin, General Staff Officer-3 (Operations) 24 Brigade along with the Commander Brig Ehsan Ali Shah moved to the forward most blocking position. Here they exchanged intense fire with the terrorists who were occupying the dominating heights. Having sensed that the militants were trying to cordon off their position Captain Fasih Babar volunteered to engage the enemy. He along with two soldiers went ahead at a vintage point, stood up in the face of enemy fire and taking no time engaged the miscreants himself by firing Rocket Propelled Grenades, which effectively neutralized the target.

Meanwhile his right flank was pinned down by concentrated enemy fire from all directions and four soldiers received bullet injuries. He immediately rushed ahead and managed to extricate the injured one by one on his shoulders. During this course, he kept on providing covering fire, directing tank and artillery fire on enemy positions which enabled the pinned down platoon to safely fall back. In fact, at that point in time he had become the main focus of enemy fire. Though Capt Fasih was continuously asked by his Brigade Commander to get back, but the bravery and honor did not allow him to retreat. Every time his reply was, “Sir how can I leave the injured jawans and their weapons behind “ and he continued fighting with full control on his nerves. After having ensured the safe evacuation of casualties and move back of the troops he thrice crawled back on the forward slope of the ridge and brought back the left behind light machine gun and other weapons.

Last of all he was retreating by leap frog with light machine gun in his hand and firing on the enemy that he received two bullets one each on his abdomen and chest. During evacuation, he embraced Shahadat in the same operational area. However, the officer’s commitment and devotion to hold his position till the last moment and display of exceptional initiative and comradeship resulted not only in foiling nefarious designs of terrorists but also saved the brigade commander along with his ‘Order Group’, platoon strength of jawans from being captured and landing into enemy’s hands.
Lt. Arsalan was a 22 year old, newly passed out from the PMA, with an aim to join the legacy of esteemed officers. Not very long ago, his family was sitting in an enclosure, watching the passing out parade of their son at PMA.

Arsalan became pride for his father who was a school teacher. After completing his joining break, he finally joined his Unit. Soon after, he joined his platoon on the Pak-Afghan Border. He called his mother the day before moving to the post, and told her that he is going on the post and will call her when he returns.

On 23rd September, Lt Arsalan received a phone call from Unit HQ, ordering him to return from the post. As he was getting ready, a sniper from Afghanistan soil spotted him and took the shot. Everything was vanished; a black screen was in-front of his eyes. Doctors tried their best but Lt Arsalan embraced “Shahaadat”.

A mother sacrificed her only son for this great country, sisters lost their only brother, and the father lost his strength. Arsalan family was in great shock. The life which parents thought for Arsalan is gone in memories. Everything stands still that day. He gave his life for us. We saw news, pictures and said, “Oh! So young’ and continued with our daily chores. Our eyes are fixated on non issues. The young coffins are heavy for parents. After two months Arsalan father died due to heart attack in Murree.

We can’t understand the feelings of a shaheed’s family.

“The souls of martyrs are alive in the bodies of green birds who have their nests in chandeliers hanging from the Throne of the Almighty.”

Respect your martyrs because they are bringing peace and giving you back the life you live by sacrificing their own.

Long Live Pakistan – Long Live the Armed Forces of Pakistan!!!
دکور انار آزادی کم نکنید
آک خطرہ جسیں پاکستانیں

پی گریم کی عظیم بھی بہانہ تھا اور
اک خطرہ جسیں بہ برہان تھا

بہ مومن نیال سدا بہاد سان
وادا دان صور محترم میان
ست رہگ شاہ فتح محبت کریان
اکے گیتن مسی مہر و دفت کی داستان
مرے نمکون کو کہا بہ ایسے کے سات
اک خطرہ جسیں بہ برہان تھا

تمنہ پیچون کا دریو علم نیال کا
کوہ بند وکن، بھال و ترپورم نیال کا
کی حملہ ها و ایم نیال کا
چھنڑ گنا کا جل ترگہ نزمع نیال کا
ایک ساتان نہا بہ نیل سکن
اک خطرہ جسیں بہ برہان تھا

پیچنون بہ برہا برف کے گلے
قل کیت چوئیاں مکوری گن آفیار کے
اکے نیال نیال اور تلے
شیر ور شیر جی چی چی مئار
گلی گلی گلن گلن گلن گلن
اک خطرہ جسیں بہ برہان تھا
Social Ethics
DHA Medical Center Phase III

DHA Medical Center W Block Phase III is considered as a great value addition in providing high quality health services to local residents and surrounding localities. This medical center has all essential facilities such as 24/7 Primary Care, Laboratory, Radiology & Ultra Sound, Labor Room, and an Operation Theater. It also provides In-house Pharmacy, Cafeteria and Car Parking for patients and visitors, making it easier for patients to receive the best possible health care without any inconvenience.

Chronic kidney disease is becoming a major health problem associated with premature mortality and increased health care expenditures. DHA Medical Center established a Dialysis Unit to provide specialized treatment to kidney patients. This Dialysis Unit is equipped with latest machinery and managed with highly skilled medical professionals. Similarly, a Dental Unit is also operational which has earned a reputation for providing exceptional dental care with compassion and personal treatment.

Among various medical awareness programs started in the past, DHA Medical Center launched free mammography campaign to create awareness about breast Cancer. A mobile Mammography machine was arranged along with dedicated staff which provided free scan and consultation to many females of the community.

FACILITIES
- General Medicine
- Cardiology
- Pediatrics
- Dermatology
- Neurology
- Dental Surgery
- Psychiatry
- Surgery
- Gynecology & Obstetrics
- Orthopedics
- Eye & ENT
- Physiotherapy
- Nutritionist

The road to health is paved with good intestines!
– Sherry A. Rogers
CONSULTANTS

MEDICAL SPECIALIST
Prof
Dr. Mansoor Ud Din
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Muhammad Saleem Malik
MBBS, MCPs, DTCBD, FCCP
Associate Prof
Dr. Maliha Hameed
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Aamir Saeed
MBBS, MRCPS, DTCD, FCCP
Dr. Asma Kazi
MBBS, FCPS
Asst Prof
Dr. Qurat-ul-ain Tahira
MBBS, FCPS
Prof
Dr. Taimour
MBBS, DTCBD, MCPS, FCPS
CARDIOLOGIST
Asst Prof
Dr. Ahmad Usman
MBBS, FCPS (Med), FCPS(Cardiology)
Dr. Tariq Javed Butt
MBBS, DIP Card
PAEDIATRICIAN
Prof
Dr. Muhammad Ashraf
MBBS, MRCP, FRCP
Asst Prof
Dr. Waseem Pasha
MBBS, DCH, FCPS (Paeds) PGPN USA, IPPN (Australia)
Dr. Shahzad Haider
MBBS, DCH
Associate Prof
Dr. Jaida Manzoor
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Faiza Kafee
MBBS, MCPS
DERMATOLOGIST
Dr. Talat Akbar
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Qazi Hammad
MBBS, FCPS
PATHOLOGIST
Dr. Sabahat Javaid Butt
MBBS, MPhil, DCP
PHYSIATRIST
Lt. Col (Retd) Dr. Faisal Manzoor
MBBS, DPM, FCPS,
Dr. Fadia Irfan
M.Sc Psychology, Certified Reiki Healer
PHYSIOTHERAPIST
Mr. Sharjeel Anjum
BSPT, MPhil
Mrs. Shaista Ghazal
BSc, Physiotherapy (BSPT), PPDPT
Mrs. Fascia Saeed
BSc, Physiotherapy (BSPT)
GENERAL SURGEON
Dr. Farman Ali
MBBS, FCPS (Surgery)
Brig (Retd) Dr. Jamshed Ahmed
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Mujahid Alam
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Hurriat Afzal
MBBS, FCPS
Lt Col (Retd) Dr Javed Butt
MBBS, FCPS
ORTHOPAEDIC
Dr. Irfan Mehoob
Dr. Javed Hassan Khan
Dr. Zobia Jawad
MBBS, FCPS
GYNAECOLOGIST
Associate Prof
Dr. Sadia Rizwan
MBBS, FCPS, MCPS
Dr. Nuzhat Khawaja
MBBS, DGO, FCPS
Dr. Farzana Latif
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Asma Rashid
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Samina Asghar
MBBS, FCPS, DG, MSPE
Dr. Zobia Jawad
MBBS, FCPS
ENT
Prof
Dr. Talat Mahmood
MBBS, FCPS
Asst Prof
Dr. Rizwan Akbar Bajwa
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Mubarak Ali
MBBS, FCPS, FRCP
UROLOGIST
Dr. Kamran Zaidi
MBBS, MS Urology, MRCS1, MRCS2
EYE
Dr. Jawad Bin Yamin
MBBS, FCPS, ICO
NEUROSURGEON
Dr. Rizwan Masood Butt
MBBS, FRCS, FCPS, MD
NEUROPHYSICIAN
Dr. Muhammad Moin Ahmed
MBBS, FCPS
DENTAL SURGEON
Lt. Col (Retd) Dr. MA Yaser
BDS, MCPS, DIP
Brig (Retd) Dr. Sofia Masood
BDS, FCPS (Operative Dentistry)
Lt. Col (Retd) Dr. Ehsan
BDS, MCPS
RADIOLOGIST
Brig Dr. Tariq Mehmud Mirza (Retd)
MBBS, FCPS, DMRDP
Dr. Mansoor Bakhtari
MBBS, FCPS
Dr. Irum Irfan
MBBS, DMRDP
NUTRITIONIST
Dr. Uzma Imran
MBBS, MS
NEPHROLOGIST
Dr. Amjad Shahzad
MBBS, FCPS

For details and consultation, please contact on Tel: + 92 42 35745920-6
To foster the sense of community and to ensure effective feedback mechanism with our worthy members, in the year 2012 DHA management decided to hold quarterly phasewise meeting with DHA residents where DHA officials of all branches directly interact with the residents.

The purpose of this meeting is to provide a platform to the residents for raising their voice, concerns, ideas, community issues and problems. This forum is also used to obtain valuable suggestions/comments/feedback of our worthy residents that can be incorporated for future projects in order to improve the facilities and services provided by DHA.

Furthermore, residents are also updated on the upcoming projects of DHA in these meetings. These meetings result in improving community association and encourage resident’s participation and interest in making the community stronger and a better place to live. The participation of Residents in these meetings also serve as a bridge between the residents and DHA management.
The Hajj is one of the five pillars of Islam and all Muslims who are physically and financially capable of undertaking the journey are required to perform Hajj once in their lifetime. Like previous year, DHA Lahore organized Hajj Seminar for its residents who were going for Hajj to help them learn more about its legal and spiritual aspects. A large number of residents attend the lecture each year and find it very informative and helpful in preparing for this sacred journey.
DOGS ON DUTY

The sobriquet Rex, Rocky, Rusty or Chase goes for the domestic pet which is an amazing friend of humans.

Dogs perform many roles for us, such as hunting, pulling loads, herding, assisting police and military, companionship and aiding handicapped individuals.

Dogs Training at DHA KENNEL
DHA owns and manages the DHA Kennel Club which was established in 2011. The trained dogs of the kennel can assist in crime investigations. The trackers dogs are trained on different explosives / arms, tracking and basic obedience.

The professional trainers work hard at DHA Kennel Club to discipline the dogs by putting them on regular trainings.

Behavior Training
Behavioral Training is any type of training that teaches dogs to behave well around both people and other animals. It may include some basic commands.

Obedience Training
It is slightly more advanced than the behavioral training. Obedience training is focused on making dogs obedient to their owners through the use of commands like sit, stay, lie down, etc.

Agility Training
Agility training is for dogs that will participate in dog sports like racing or jumping, obstacle courses. During the competition, strong connection is needed between the owner/handler and the dog through voice and physical gestures.

Vocational Training
These skills are actually like vocational trainings, it means the dogs will have a career helping people in some way. Dogs learn very specific techniques to hone their senses and communicate with people. Under vocational trainings dogs learn how to herd, hunt, do search and rescue work, assist the disabled or even work with law enforcement.

A number of dogs were trained this year successfully at DHA Kennel Club.

Dog Shows
A Dog Show was held on 7th January, 2018 in DHA Phase I, in collaboration with Kennel Club of Pakistan and German Shepherd Dog Club of Pakistan, Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar Administrator DHA graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. Basic Obedience Team of DHA Kennel Club showed its agility

He speaketh not; and yet there lies a conversation in his eyes.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
capabilities with performance of Sniffer and attack dogs was highly appreciated and gathered a lot of appreciation by the attendees.

Another Dog Show was held on 11 and 12 March 2018 in DHA Phase 5, in collaboration with Pakistan Kennel Club and German Shepherd Dog Club of Pakistan. Brig Ameer Hamza Director SEES DHA Lahore graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. The DHA Lahore Kennel Club has recently been proudly affiliated with following esteem organizations of Pakistan:-

- Kennel Club of Pakistan, which is an affiliate of Kennel Club of London
- German Shepherd Dog Club of Pakistan
- Pakistan Kennel Club, which is affiliated with International Kennel Union

Renovation work and other achievements

DHA Kennel Club has improved the infrastructure and provided with additional facilities for dogs, improved living standards for dogs and the dog handlers.

Treatment and procedure room along with pharmacy has been equipped with surgical/inspection tables, basic instruments, OT lights and lights to examine skin infections with air conditioning facilities.

Breeding wing has been renovated and a room has been equipped with air conditioning facility. DHA Kennel Stores are renovated with provision of Room Coolers for Dogs and their handlers. Room heaters are also provided in all kennel rooms.
Additions

Biosecurity
To combat infections and maintain highest standards of cleanliness, strict emphasis is laid on general cleanliness and endeavors are made extensively to ensure biosecurity, thorough cleanliness and disinfection.

Conversion of Single Cabin Dog Carrier
The single cabin Dog carrier has been modified into double cabin with an air-conditioned cabin for dogs’ transportation. This carrier now works not only as a dog carrier but as dogs’ ambulance also.

Provision of Winter Jackets
Dog of the DHA Kennel Club are being provided with winter jackets, especially imported from China.

Provision of Grooming gear
Special grooming gear and kit with essential tools has been provided.

Provision of Anti-SMOG Gear
To safeguard health of the staff, each staff member has been provided with anti-SMOG Gear.

Future Endeavors and Projects
DHA Lahore believes in the value of community welfare through personal care. It will be our endeavor to provide utmost ease & comfort to the animals and the clients while visiting us. We will ensure the best of the Vet care and allied services that combines state-of-the-art vet hospital with boarding and training facilities.
DHA is the biggest name in Pakistan real estate which since the beginning of its journey in 1975 has followed the vision of transparency, total disclosure, best ethical practices and compassion towards its customers (both internal and external).

DHA is known for its transparency in financial operations and has always been the most clean tax payer. DHA has zero tolerance to any form of opacity in all of its operations. The organisation has many formal programs / internal and external auditing mechanism for ensuring ethical practices and regulatory compliance.

One fine example of transparency in DHA operations is the case of Maj (Retd) Shareefa Mumtaz. She purchased a plot in Defence Housing Authority on 4th October 1979. Due to her personal commitments she somehow could not collect the transfer letter of her plot for almost two decades. She came to DHA on 23rd October 2018 with her CNIC and transfer letter was handed over to her. This is the level of transparency, and professionalism that makes DHA the most dependable and reliable community provider in Pakistan.

DHA is an organisation which takes pride in being extremely compassionate and empathetic to all those who have defeated the serious life challenges such as physical disabilities and are ready to live with grace and dignity. DHA has proudly hired a significant number of physically challenged individuals who are now an effective and appreciated members of DHA team.

Ms. Fajar Farooq is a courageous person with physical challenges who joined DHA in July 2018. Since her joining she has exhibited great courage, intent and dedication to learn and deliver like any other team member despite her hardships. DHA really honors and supports her brave spirits.

Mr. Bashir Ahmad is an efficient employee of DHA who is working in support team for Administrator DHA diligently and efficiently despite his physical challenge. DHA is proud to have him in its team.

Mr. Mohammad Usman Haider is another example of DHA employees with physical challenge who is an inspiration to others for exhibiting immense strength and dedication towards his job while working as an active member of DHA PR media cell.
DHA Lahore tries to implement fairness in everyday dealings whether it’s a customer or employee working with DHA, the organisation has no favourites. With a diverse team comprising of men and women of all ages, political affiliations, religious and socio-economic background, the organization implement strict rule of respect, equality and transparency.

Encompassing the national spirit by generating lucrative employment opportunities for people with disabilities regardless of their physical limitations like war wounds, deaf and dumb, paralysis and polio effected individuals. DHA owns them as an integral part of the organization and is committed to the cause of making prosperous Pakistan.

“LISTEN with ears of tolerance
SEE through the eyes of compassion
SPEAK with the language of love.”
– Rumi
In his Audience Chamber

Raise your words, not voice. It is rain that grows flowers, not thunder.

– Rumi

The true merit and success of an organization is dependent on the flow of information within it. Durbar gives employees a chance to directly interact with the senior management. Open channels of communication ensure beneficial pathways for the employer and the employee. ADHA’s Durbar, the one feature that differentiates DHA from many other organizations is a shining example of how DHA is working tirelessly towards the facilitation of the residents as well as the employees.

Administrator Defence Housing Authority Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, conducted his first Durbar much to the appreciation of the staff. He expressed how work and dedication equals success and brightened the vision of the DHA as a welfare organization. He advised his officers to adopt unremitting devotion and hard work to keep high the organization’s credibility.

The Administrator DHA shed light on the progress made and the challenges of DHA. At the end, he opened the floor for his audience to raise their concerns, took questions from different employees and promised prompt action.

Think the tree that bears nutrition: though the fruits are picked the plant maintains fruition. So give all the love you have. Don’t hold any in reserve. What is given is not lost; it shall return.
THE COAST IS CLEAR
DHA Security
SAFE AND SECURE LIVING

DHA Security Control Rooms Contacts 042-111-22-11-33 — 042-35723188 — 042-35745590 — 042-35734785
When it is freedom from harm, there is no visible danger and it is safe to proceed we become passionate about unlocking potential within us, it’s a willingness for learning more, a self-allowance to reach out for sharing and helping others, conquering the fears and achieving more, such sentiments gives a real meaning to life and DHA thrives to nurture the living on these patterns.

DHA Lahore is very keen and diligent about the safety of its residents. We are the forerunner in state-of-the-art housing amenities especially when it comes to safety and security.

DHA has a well-established security system to protect and safeguard its people and assets. Security crew of DHA is vigilant and able to deter illegal and inappropriate actions either directly being stationed on duty places, through patrols, or indirectly by monitoring alarm systems or video surveillance cameras.

DHA SEES (Security, Environment, Emergency Services and Safety) branch is an all-encompassing department of DHA Lahore responsible for the safety and security of its residents and is working tirelessly day-in-day-out to ensure that everyone in DHA feels safe and well protected at all times. The SEES workforce takes prompt actions within the legal framework to minimize safety threats and also has a quick incident reporting system to the relevant government authorities as per regulatory requirements.

---

THE CARS WE DRIVE SAY A LOT ABOUT US.
– Alexandra Paul

---

POLICE STATION DEFENCE A
0423-5727470
SHO YASIR ABBAS
0308 7777509

POLICE STATION DEFENCE B
0423- 7178088
SHO ASAD BUKHARI
0308 7777462

POLICE STATION DEFENCE C
0423- 7181255
SHO QAMAR ABBAS
0308 7773255
framework. DHA SEES branch also has a dedicated traffic Management Wing with the mandate of making DHA an antecedent with regards to safe driving on roads. SEES branch monitors the traffic flow of DHA in collaboration with city traffic police through its traffic management wing.

DHA Management has undertaken numerous initiatives to improve upon the existing safety and security system. The establishment of the state-of-the-art CCTV and Emergency Control Centre is one of the key initiatives in this regard. The CCTV control room is providing consistent surveillance of all sensitive locations with real time visual information and live monitoring for all major events. The emergency control centre has phone lines with trained staff for receiving telephone calls from the residents in need of any safety situation/assistance. Round the clock security assistance and digital traffic monitoring is also augmented through CCTV cameras and coordinated through Emergency Control Center. It also has a dedicated number 1092 as DHA Help Line for seeking any kind of emergency response. New vehicles and heavy bikes have been deployed to ensure constant patrolling. Dedicated fire tenders along with trained fire fighters are available 24/7 to mitigate fire incidents. The checking regime is also strengthened at all DHA entries and exits.
ADMIRATION & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Brig (Retd) Aziz
House No. 443/FF
DHA, Phase 4

On 2nd June 2019, a fire incident took place in my house due to electricity short circuiting. The security staff took immediate action and sent the fire tender on my house. The crew displayed best traits and controlled the fire within few minutes. I am extremely thankful and appreciate the efforts of DHA staff from core of my heart for saving valuable assets in my house and also acknowledge the efficiency, bravery, and commitment displayed by SEES Branch.

Muhammad Naveed Akhtar
House No. E/743, Street-5, Nishat Colony
Lahore Cantt

I would like to acknowledge the self discipline, exemplary gestures, and well behavior of DHA Security Staff. On 29th May 2019 when I was travelling from Nishat Colony to Lahore Cantt, dropped my wallet on the road containing Rs. 31,000/- cash, National Identity Card, Driving License, and many other valuable documents. The deputed staff of DHA came to my native town on the address mentioned on CNIC and delivered the lost wallet back to me. I am extremely thankful for this effort that saved me lot of inconvenience.

Abdur Rab Tariq
House No. 196-X, Phase III
DHA Lahore

I desire to give my sincere appreciation for the collaboration, consideration, and supplementary efforts being rendered by DHA SEES Branch. An untoward incident took place on 4th Sept 2018 when a brave security guard Abdul Hakeem lost his precious life and displayed an act of valor for some of my personal possessions in parking area of X Block, Phase III. The consistent efforts and collaboration of DHA Security Staff with other agencies made it possible and the serial killer was brought to his moral fate. Thank you DHA.

Goharaiz Khan
Country Head – Administration & PR
KFC

I feel so much pleased to share the high level of superlative capabilities of the vibrant team members of SEES Branch which assisted in spotting armed gangsters. An unseemly incident of dacoity took place in broad day light at KFC, H Block, Phase I, DHA Lahore. On intimation, the security elements of SEES Branch proactively reached to the spot and passed the collected information to Police Officials. The shared information was found helpful by the police in tracing the gangsters.

Usman Ijaz Bajwa, PSP
Superintendent of Police
Organized Crime (CIA)
Lahore

It is my immense pleasure to recognize the support and dedication extended by DHA SEES Branch in tracing out heinous cases and event of robbery and murder. The collaboration between our unit and SEES Branch arrested culprits which deserves appreciation. I hope that this co-operation shall remain present in future as well.
SP <I>RTS  
Get a head start

- Ralph Waldo Emerson
Sports are an integral part of healthy life and it makes a profound impact on individuals, communities and societies. Communities that participate in sports and recreation develop strong social bonds, considered safer places and the people who live in them are generally healthier and happier than places where physical activity is not a priority.

Just like previous years, DHA Sports Branch has kept continued its efforts for arranging sports events which have allured sports lovers of all age groups. There were monthly Sports Events, Sports Gala during the month of December & March, Special Sports Events on 23rd March and Summer Camps were arranged and attended by a large gathering of spectators who appreciated the efforts put in by DHA Sports Branch to promote the sports. The sports events organized were:

Swimming Gala
On 7th Sep. 2017, Y Block Swimming Complex conducted a Swimming Gala for its members at Sector K Phase V – Pool Complex. Male members participated and displayed high spirits. In the end medals were awarded to the participants securing 1st and 2nd position. Another swimming competition was held on 21-22 March 2018 at Sector K Swimming Pool Phase V in which 18 swimmers showed their skill and zeal.

Gym Competition
Three Gym Competitions were conducted by Y Block Swimming and XX Sports Complex on 17th November 2017, 22nd March, and 27th April 2018 in which both male and female members participated with high spirits in Cross Trainer, Treadmill, Bench Press, Pushups and Cycling events.

DHA Inter Branch Cricket Tournament
A tape ball tournament conducted from 18-21st December 2017 at Phase V, G Sports Complex in which 10 teams from different DHA Branches participated. Final match was won by DHA Orange team. Winner and runner up teams were awarded the medals by Chief Selector PCB Mr. Inzamam-ul-Haq the Chief Guest. Other tournaments were held from 10-30th March 2018 during Jashan-e-Baharan Sports Gala.

DHA Academy Cricket Matches
Cricket matches were held at G Sports Complex Phase V during December 2017 and March 2018. All the teams showed their hard work and great team spirit.

Football Matches
Different football matches were played among four groups of different age bracket. There were four teams from both groups who qualified for the finals.

- 1st Final (U-15). FC Barcelona Vs. Real Madrid
- 2nd Final (U-14). FC Pele Vs. Real Roni
- 3rd Final (U-10). FC Ronaldo Vs. FC Drogba
- 4th Final (U-7). FC Messi Vs. FC Neymar

FC Barcelona, Pele, Ronaldo and Messi won their final matches. A large number of members and spectators were present to witness and appreciate these young players. In the end medals were awarded by Chief Guest Mr. Mian Rizwan Ali,
President MTFA. Similar matches were held under Jashan-e-Baharan Sports Gala during March 2018 between various football academy/clubs.

**Basketball Matches (DHA Clubs)**
Matches were played by DHA boys and girls teams. The winning teams were DHA B (Boys) & UOL (Girls) who were awarded with medals by the Chief Guest Brig (Retd) Saadat Saeed Butta Director Sports DHA.

**Skating Tournament (DHA Academy)**
Fifty students participated and displayed skills of Time Tale, Figure Skating, and Roller Basket during the event held on 21st Dec 2017 at G Sports Complex. The event was honored by the presence of Mr. Umar Akmal, Pakistani Cricketer. Event of similar nature was held on 28-29 March 2018 at XX Sports Complex in which 127 children participated and displayed their skills.

**Judo Karate Demo**
Judo Karate Demo was held on 29-30 March 2018 at G Sports Complex in which members of judo karate club showed skills, standard of fitness and coordination. Medals were awarded to all participants by the Chief Guest Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, Administrator DHA.

**Senior Citizen Walk (Male/Female)**
To revive the spirit of healthy life, Senior Citizen Walk was held at G Sports Complex on 30th March 2018 in which people above the age group of 60 years participated. Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, graced the event with his presence.

**Family Sports Events**
These events were held on the final day of Jashan-e-Baharan Sports Gala. A large gathering of members, DHA residents’ children attended and participated in different events organized by DHA Sports Branch. In the end medals were awarded to participants obtaining 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions in various events. Chief Guest Begum & Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar distributed prizes amongst the winners of following events:

- Football U/16 years – Final
- Football match between parents of DHA Football Academy members.
- Tug of war Male/Female
- Musical chair for female
- Spoon and egg race for girls U/15 years
- Chips and juice race for boys U/10 years
- Judo Karate demo

**Miscellaneous Sport Events**
Other sports events which were organized during the year include Wall Climbing Competition, Tennis, Table Tennis (Male & Female), Badminton (Single/Double) which gathered the attention of residents and members of DHA Lahore.
SCHOLASTIC VALUES
Education is the cornerstone of our society. It is crucial to building the knowledge and skills of the young, not to mention nurturing their values and beliefs systems.

**Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today.**

– Malcolm X

DHA Education System is a group of progressive and ever-expanding Schools and Colleges providing quality education to the residents of DHA and surrounding areas. Since its inception in 1993, DHA Education System endowed with well laid out campuses, a wide range of co/extracurricular activities and state of the art facilities has endeavored to implement best and innovative educational practices thereby heading towards excellence. DHA Education System started with its first school in DHA Phase 2 in 1993 and now it is a group of 7 progressive and purpose-built Institutions comprising of 5 Schools, 2 Degree Colleges and a Teachers’ Training Centre. DHA Education System is unique in the sense that it offers learning progression to all grade levels. DHAES was created with an objective of providing quality education along with building leadership through extra and co-curricular activities. DHAES values everyone’s contribution towards the student’s success and acknowledge and celebrate the diversity, dignity and success of all individuals. The system’s
core values are Courtesy, Responsibility and Tolerance. This year DHAES has completed its 25 years of functioning and has become parents’ first choice for quality education.

International Baccalaureate Programme
With the magnanimous patronage and Policy direction of the President and Administrator DHA, DHAES is on its way to further expansion with the establishment of seven more institutions where International Standard Education will be provided through IB (International Baccalaureate) Programme. The IB offers an education for students from age 3 to 19, comprising of four programmes that focus on teaching students to think critically and independently, and learn to inquire with care and logic. The IB Programmes challenge students to excel in their studies, and encourage both personal and academic achievements. The IB curriculum is taught in over 150 countries around the world. These new institutions will have state of the art facilities like sprawling lush green grounds, Tennis and Badminton Courts, Basketball Courts, Gymnasium, Amphitheaters, Temperature Controlled Swimming Pools, Centrally Heated/Air Conditioned Classrooms, Cafeterias and Smart Boards. All this will provide a chance to take the teaching–learning experience to a totally different level.

Parliamentary Debates
Parliamentary Debate is an academic debate event. Many university-level institutions in English-speaking nations sponsor Parliamentary debating teams. In addition, the format is currently spreading to the high school level. These informed extemporaneous speeches enhance the evaluative thinking of students. Annual World Parliamentary Style Debate was organized by DHAES on 22nd September, 2017 on the motion “Humans have become too dependent on computers” among Senior Boys and Girls Schools. The persuasive argumentation of girls helped them in proving the motion.

Spelling Bee Competition
Spelling Bee Competitions help to promote literacy by providing children with a positive goal to work toward and also aid children in learning concepts, improving comprehension, thriving under pressure and developing study skills. Spelling Bee Competition was held in Unity Hall among the DHAES Senior Schools with two group rounds and one individual round. Senior School for Girls emerged as the winner.

Brainiac & Annual Plays in DHAES
Quizzes and tests are great tools for enhancing learning and increasing long-term memory. A quiz contest based on essential and core concepts of English Language and Science was organized for the students of classes VI& VII. Two students each from both the senior schools became the Brainiac Champion.

The importance of drama and performing arts in education is significant. Students gain important life skills as they learn the value of critical feedback, both positive and constructive. Creative expression is a great way to build self-confidence. All DHAES Institutions present Annual English and Urdu plays as per the Academic Calendar. Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, Administrator DHA was the Chief Guest at the Annual play of Senior School for Girls. He appreciated the talent and potential of the students for presenting meaningful and captivating plays. Gripping and fantastic extravaganza of colors, lights, props and costumes coupled with accurate dialogue delivery and expression mesmerized the audience and won their applause.

Teachers’ Training Seminar
Professional Development should aim to develop teachers’ professional thinking and practice, and enhance the quality of teaching and learning. DHAES achieves this through a wide range of activities and practices that support on-going and evidence-based reflective practice. On 27th November, 2017, Third Annual Teachers’ Training Seminar was held at DHA Senior School for Girls. This year the theme of the Seminar was ‘Learning without Limits - Transforming
Learning Capacity while Achieving Optimum Students’ Training, Education, Progression and Performance’. Brig Raheel Ashraf, (Retd), Director DHAES, was the Chief Guest. He addressed the faculty of DHA Education System and stressed upon dedication, hard work and commitment of the teaching staff for still better outcomes.

Administrator DHA’s visit to the Junior Campuses
As part of orientation with DHAES institutions, Administrator visited DHA Junior Campuses T & Z Blocks. Both the Principals briefed him about the history and functioning of their schools. Later, he took round of the schools, met the teachers and appreciated the efforts of the Principals, teachers, students and the school choirs. He announced some welfare measures for the faculty as well. Administrator DHA showed complete trust and faith in the progress of DHAES.

Annual Art & Craft Exhibition was held on 15th February, 2018 at Defence Degree College for Women. Artwork by the students was displayed aesthetically. The event was highly appreciated by the audience and concluded with a prize distribution ceremony in which the Chief Guest, Begum Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, distributed the prizes to the winners.

Address by Director DHAES
Director DHAES addressed the administrative staff of all 8 Institutions in February 2018 and shared his views about the welfare of the custodial staff. He appreciated the hard work and commitment of the staff and told them to continue working with same zeal and zest. The staff thanked him for the welfare measures and showed complete trust in the senior management.

High Achievers’ Award Ceremony
High achieving students are awarded for their academic accomplishments in both In-house exams and External exams. These awards create meaningful moments of recognition, inspire and motivate other students for diligent work and healthy competition. The DHAES high achievers who achieved outstanding results in pursuit of excellence were acknowledged in an impressive Award Ceremony held on 14th April, 2018. Administrator DHA, Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar, the Chief Guest, was greatly impressed by DHAES educational standards. Director DHAES, Brig (Retd) Raheel Ashraf presented a brief synopsis of all challenges faced by the organization. He highlighted the clear-cut Educational and Financial Policies designed to stabilize the academic and financial health. He accentuated the praiseworthy performance of DHAES students in Board/ University and Cambridge International Exams.

• Matric Class of Senior School for Boys produced 75.3% Average Marks. 66% students of this class secured A* and A Grades, while 85% of the class got 1st Division. Muhammad Hashim Shahzad achieved 1st Position in the school while scoring 1017 marks.

• Cambridge Class of the school clinched 2nd Highest Number of A*, A and B Grades, there were 25 A*, 99 A’s and 94 B Grades.

• Matric Class of DHA Senior School for Girls created history by producing ever best Class Average Marks and GPA.

• In Matric, Marriyam Azhar scored 1017 marks which is 96.86% and are highest ever marks by a student of DHAES.
Cambridge Class of DHA Senior School for Girls also created history when 7 of its students clinched straight A* and A Grades.

Board results of FA/F.Sc
- F.Sc Class produced 3.84 GPA which is the ever-best GPA of Defence Degree College for Boys.
- FA/F.Sc Class of Defence Degree College for Women produced 4.4 GPA which is 2nd highest GPA in Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education Lahore.
- BA/B.Sc. Class of Defence Degree College for Women also produced one of the best results when 70% of its students secured 1st Divisions. Defence Degree College for Women is only second to Kinnaird College Lahore that too by a very small margin of 0.29 GPA.

Vocational Training & High Achievers Awards
DHAES Management believes that only well trained and updated faculty can produce students capable enough to cope with ever changing markets competitive environment. Our centre of excellence is dedicated to this very cause of vocational training for new as well as existing faculty. It has launched post graduate diploma in education in Jan 2019, which is accredited by NACTE of HEC that aims to upgrade and widen teachers knowledge to better understand students and devise different teaching approaches in a constructive manner. It also provides 25% discount to DHA employees. It conducts refresher courses and seminars for teachers to create diversity in critical thinking and instructional practices among the lot.

Every year DHAES organise high achievers award ceremony to acknowledge the hard work and success of students who have excelled impeccably in academics.
Libraries are more than Just Books - Defence Public Library

“The library is the temple of learning, and learning has liberated more people than all the wars in history.”
– Carl T. Rowan

Libraries are welcoming spaces inviting us towards information, and they provide services that help us understand it. Libraries are open to all and create a common bond to all living in a community.

DHA public library offers its users an experience of ultimate knowledge gain via its lectures and events where residents can share create and indulge in conversation that sparks tête-à-tête of the intellect.

“Be grateful for whoever comes, because each has been sent as a guide from beyond.”
– Rumi

**Renovation of Public Library**
President DHA has approved renovation of Defense Public Library with an estimate cost of Rs. 70 million, the renovation is in progress to enhance the user experience and provide state of the art environment for academics, scholars & researchers to avail so forth tools for enriching the level of work and knowledge set.
DHA has always emphasized the need for residents to be able to meet and mix in a comfortable environment to knit the social fabric.

It has long been cited that clubs at DHA attend the people’s needs, desires and aspirations gracefully and playing a major part in fostering the concept of community development. Our well-equipped clubs provide complete facilities for the development of recreational, cultural and personal welfare of the members.

The paragons of excellence, DHA clubs are well renowned in Lahore to provide members with wholesome family entertainment. The constantly available, an array of cuisine is highly liked and enjoyed by our guests.

This year special attention has been paid to enhance the comforts of the members and guests. The premises of twenty-six guest rooms have been re-furbished by advanced interior works in our corporate style at Defence Club J-Sector.

The construction of Club’s new kitchen with advanced equipment is highly appreciated by the members. The renovation of Restaurant at R-Club and Pizza shop is a hearty addition.

Club members and guests can enjoy a new look and fresh ambiance at Defence Club FF-Sector after the up-gradation of the Club’s Restaurant. An Impressive Toddlers’ Play Area has been established at FF Club for the families and children attraction.

DHA Clubs have delivered pleasingly, a number of gala events this year for the members and guests. The Clubs have hosted Tennis tournament, Spring Festival Golf tournament and Annual Grand Tombola, which was well attended and much appreciated by all. The Bonfire Night was adorned with cultural cuisine, live musical band and fun-filled activities for the families.

The elegant Eid Milan Party, bolsterous Family Funfair, enchanting celebration of Chand Raat, tasteful two days Food Mela Festival, Jubilant Jashan e Baharan 2018 Flower Competition, informative and impressive lectures have been the prominent features of the Clubs’ activity which were hosted whole heartedly by the clubs’ management.

DHA Community Club Phase VIII (Ex-Park View) is another amenity offered to the residents to enhance the life style in DHA Phase VIII and is open for registration.
Defence Raya Golf and Country Club

Defence Raya Golf & Country Club offers one of the country’s most complete living, shopping and commercial experiences comprising Golf View Villas and Fairways Commercial Center providing exquisite views of evergreen fairways with a pristine lake to the residents and members.

Defence Raya Golf & Country Club conducted Asian Development Tour (ADT) in which 32 players from across the world participated. This tournament was organized with the objective of projecting soft image of Pakistan, mitigating the negative perception about terrorism and uplifting the game of golf here. Commander 4 Corps Lt Gen Aamer Riaz HI (M) graced the prize distribution ceremony.

Punjab Golf Federation holds annual Punjab Open Golf Tournament every year. It is proud privilege for DHA that they chose DRGCC for the fourth consecutive year. More than 350 golfers from across the country participated and admired the impeccably maintained course’s lush green layout besides the cooperation and support of the DRGCC staff. Administrator DHA Brig Muhammad Sajid Khokhar graced the event with his presence.

Apart from major tournaments, DRGCC also hosted the following matches during the last year:

- Raya Squash Championship March 2018
- Raya Table Tennis Tournament April 2018
Monthly Medal Matches for members every month.
- Agha Khan Charity Match.
- Mobilink Invitational.
- Audi Quattro Open.
- NK. Legends Pro AM Match.

Defence Raya celebrated first day of Ramadan on 16th May 2018 at vibrant and glamorous Place Restaurant. A wide array of mouthwatering iftar and dinner dishes were served to esteemed members and their guests. To make it more exciting for members’ lottery prizes were awarded during the dinner cum iftar functions at The Place Restaurant. Additionally, we introduced the global food culture for the members in the form of extravagant weekend theme nights at the Place Restaurant, starting with Mexican Cuisine Night, Chinese Cuisine Night and Pakistani Cuisine Night.

16th June 2018 marked the opening of CineStar in the club, featuring block buster movies such as 7 Din Mohabbat In, Oceans 8 and Jurassic World. Opening of Cinema was highly appreciated by esteemed members who are regular visitors.
Defence Raya Golf and Country Club Events
If I had six hours to chop down a tree, I’d spend the first four hours sharpening the axe.

–Abraham Lincoln

Maintenance has always been treated as a boggy, boring and often overlooked job, contrary to this, such services at DHA are being offered diligently to avoid any disruption and inconvenience. In recent years there have been massive changes to the way traditional repairs and maintenance services are delivered. The focus is on proactive approach towards providing continuous maintenance support in order to ensure quality living.

**Tree Plantation**

Trees improve air quality by filtering harmful dust and pollutants. DHA has planted successfully over 1,600,000 trees in different phases to make the environment more echo-friendly.
Electrical and Water Supply Works
Re-boring of two cusec tube wells at Sector C, Phase 1 & Sector F at Phase V is completed. The construction of Overhead Water Tank and two Cusec tube wells in Sector P, Phase I, Sector W & X, Phase III and Sector H, Phase V is completed. Twelve water filtration plants have been installed to ensure provision of clean water to the residents. Re-cycling of water being consumed in the mosques is continued by the construction of underground water tanks in all mosques of DHA.

Among its various initiatives DHA has successfully completed conversion of overhead to underground electrical system passing along with Signal Free Corridor. The construction of underground external electrical system for CCA and laying of Feeders for Penta Square Phase V has been completed. Street Light System and energization has also been done in 170 Kanal additional area Sector L Phase VIII (Ex AA).

Improvement of Sewerage System
The measures taken to improve the existing sewerage system of DHA are also noticeable which include construction of additional Sewerage Disposal System (SDS) at Sector S, Phase II, uplifting of SDS Sector E, Phase VI, cleaning of Sewer Lines, placement of RCC slabs on drain at Sector K, Phase I & Sector S, Phase II, de-siltation of Charrar Drain and uplifting of Sector L Phase V sewerage disposal station. Residents have appreciated the improvement in solid waste management and area maintenance by inducting new machinery and equipment. DHA has purchased ten new mini dumpers for efficient garbage lifting, installation of new garbage drums is also part of this. The fleet of Cantonment Board contractors including new compactors and mechanical sweepers have been increased to ensure spruce up environment.

Smart Parking
Smart Parking Solutions optimize parking space usage, improve the efficiency of parking operations and help traffic flow. Due to increase in population, traffic congestion has turned out to be a critical issue for major areas of Lahore including DHA. The residents have been facilitated by the implementation of Smart Parking to improve traffic flow in Y, Z, H & G blocks. The Smart Parking Project was approved on 14th July 2017 with an aim to improve the civic environment for the residents/general public by ensuring safety of parked vehicles and enhancing parking capacity of the commercial areas. Free parking for Shopkeepers/Plaza Owner is ensured besides minimum Parking Fee to make the project viable without effecting the business of commercial areas. Special arrangements are made for Senior Citizens and people with special needs.

Building Works and Re-carpeting/Widening of Roads
One hundred and forty five road sections which cover the length of approximately 38 kilometres, are reconstructed and eleven road sections have been widened to ease the traffic flow. The boundary wall around Christian’s graveyard Phase V is completed to avoid any unnecessarily encroachment.

After the necessary renovation works, Sector G mosque for Fiqh-e-Jafaria has made functional.

The building and road works include construction of 2 class rooms in Defence Public School-JS Sector Z, Phase III, renovation of Defence Commercial Plaza, construction of Camera Control Room in Sector Z, Phase III, re-carpeting of Sir Syed avenue road (Sector W Mosque to Wateen Chowk), construction of slip roads beside McDonald at Sector Y and traffic signal at Sector Z, Phase III, widening of roads from Ghazi road to Sectors Y-Z, Community Masjid Chowk to L Stadium Phase I, widening of roads curves in Commercial Areas of Sector Y & Z, patch work of different roads of Phase I-VI.

DHA has always emphasised for the National fervour, to restore the high feelings for the motherland beautiful monuments of Pakistan have been installed at various roundabouts.

DHA Lahore is well equipped with necessary tools for the upkeep of the well organised community.
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
There was a town in which all the inhabitants were unfortunately blind. There a stray elephant came from the jungle, as the people could not see, so everybody defined elephant by touching some part of its body, there were uncountable definitions, unmeasureable interpretations, but not even one person could name the elephant. Such is the outreach of human interpretations. When it comes to religion, the same become sacrosanct. Jungles are run by rules, the rules of bio diversity and hierarchy of species. The well being index of jungle is measured by examining the health of lions, being the umbrella specie, as it depicts that there is an abundance of other species which comes in their food chain. In society the different laws of well being applies, here the health of a society is measured by looking at the well being index of the weakest, the poorest and the desolate. Societies were formed when homo sapiens shifted from jungle and came to know that now different rules apply for the sustenance and survival of human species. Societies are eaten up by the growth of parasitic mold in the form of dogmas from within. This phenomenon of political decay makes societies more primitive by every passing day. Political decay and the term political development are closer to the studies of sociology, economics, anthropology and the history, rather than being part of mere politics. Question arises here, is Pakistani society suffering from political decay or there is a lack of political modernisation over all these decades. A society which was much open in debate and reasoning in 1960’s is clinched inwardly up to a level of recluse. To understand this, the concept of political development of a society is to be understood first. Political development takes the route of rationalization, integration, and democratisation. This is achieved through national integration and assimilation, identifying the crisis of national identity and moving on to the sacred act of nation building. Finding the crisis of national identity is so important that Samuel Huntington in his famous book “Who are we” defined the coming into being of American nation through the complete process of political evolution under the principle of ethnic diversity. Societies progress once they achieve the art of associating together, as explained by de-Tocqueville. Traditional societies are usually non participant and deploys people by kinship into communities, isolated in political and sociological terms from each
other (despite living together for centuries) and the centre. The creation of political centre is therefore very important. The present political revolution in the world after the third wave is the participation explosion. Identification of political development with modernization in infrastructure, roads, motorways, airports etc is actually the reduction of time and space by the vectors of communication, energy and transportation, the progress in thought, reason and the society is still a question which haunts whenever the mob blocks the road and questions your fidelity. Theory of progress of a society passes the benchmarks of national integration, international accommodation, political participation (not only the ritual of vote casting once every five years) and welfare distribution. If social mobilisation due to technological advancement of sophisticated means of communications in the hands of doctrinated masses outpace the development of political institutions, it will result into frustration and new social actor would create a huge hyperbole outside the political participatory system. The last four days vindicates the same when TLP gridlocked the complete country with scores of incidences in which the properties and belonging of common citizens were damaged and burnt. In Pakistan the social mobilisation through cheap network packages (a new connectivity mantra) is outrunning the ability of political institutions to incorporate these actors in the system and also this is outpacing the capacity of state institutions of law and order to respond. Francis Fukuyama in his famous book on political decay defined that how societies should grow with every era of modernization. State is defined by max weber as the legitimate monopoly of force that covers a defined area. Rule of law and the accountability as per Fukuyama are two principles upon which state functions along with others. Every state has its social theory, as per its own social and political aspirations. European social theory was killed after the two world wars. This was scary; the social scientists led by Talcott parson started a research in Harvard with a hope to create an integrated, interdisciplinary social science that would combine economics, sociology, political science, and anthropology to carve out new social and political laws and dogmas under overarching modernisation. Pakistan can take a cue from this programme of Harvard and find out its theory of progress and development. Foreign terminologies, good practices, case studies and references of research are appreciable only when it works for us. No state in this complex era of modernity can live without its own social theory. Father of nation had already given the guiding principle that “you are free to go to your mosques, temples and places of worship”. Ibn-Khalddun’s muqqadama is nothing but the theory of political economy which many European countries have adopted in ditto. Khalladun says that everything actually revolves around economic surplus, a state is duty bound to create the surplus and the best surplus is the specialization of economy. Pakistani state can learn from Ibn-Khalddun, whose economy theories resulted into social equality even after the failure of European social theory.
Perils of Modern Technology

Naiha Shafiq – Phase IV, DHA Lahore

Modern technology is changing the way our brain works. It is a crisis that would threaten long held notions of who we are, what we do and how we behave. The crises could reshape how we interact with each other, what makes us happy and modify our capacity of reaching our full potential as individuals. It is caused by one simple fact the human brain is the only organ who is vulnerable to adapt changes. It is the most sensitive organ human body.

Modern technology is most luring, happening and advanced thing in our lives. This lets artificial intelligence sweeps right in our private lives with our honourable permission unless we wake up to damage that the gadget-filled, pharmaceutically enhanced 21st century is doing to our brains, we could be sleepwalking towards a future that is a thin line between living and non-living machines and between our bodies and the outside world.

It should come as no surprise then that the use of this narrative has been used repeatedly in reporting the dangers of technology use by children. The list of harms that will befall children using technology is extensive but ranges from increasing incidents of speech defects, increasing obesity and a greater likelihood of brain cancer.

The link between technology and obesity is a particularly interesting example of how blame can be attributed very easily without very much evidence. One particular analysis was carried out by examining the level of a country’s investment in information technology and its rate of obesity. The data shows a clear relationship with increasing investment in technology and an increase in obesity of the population. The narrative that accompanies this observation is clear and simple. The “cause” of the obesity is the lack of activity brought on by increased use of computers and other technologies such as televisions and cars.

The evidence linking the use of technology and speech defects is equally absent. One article suggesting the link, reported the observation of an increased incidence children with speech defects of an inner-city schools. The evidence that this was related to technology use was absent but the inference was there because the school principal expressed their concern that it was a cause. In both the article and the comments the observation that everyone can recall what seems to them the ubiquitous use of technology by parents and their use of that technology to pacify their kids - something that is known colloquially as “Pass ‘n’ Play”.

In the meantime however, we will continue to see researches calling for a ban of handheld technologies for children under the age of 12. In this case, most of the evidence presented as being causal of everything from mental illness to generalised addiction relates to studies talking about passive TV use again highlighting relationships and not causes.

It is interesting to note that almost the same claims of harm from technology use were made on the introduction of the original telephone at the turn of the 20th Century. The telephone was then believed to be a potential cause of insanity, nervous excitability and contagious disease.

The story of the technological dangers to children is a particularly effective one as nobody would knowingly put their children in harm’s way. There is also something to be said of the old saying that everything should be done in moderation and so moderating children’s access to technology is not likely to be a bad thing.
There is no such thing as a perfect parent. So just be a real one.

Nothing prepares you for the curve ball life throws at you when you become a parent. You may have found solutions for all the worst-case scenarios, read up on all the literature, but when the moment arrives you remain clueless. Sure there are people around who claim they are always there to help. They believe just because they have kids of their own, you are obliged to listen to them whether you want to or not. But don’t be fooled. Whether they are the parents of a 1 day old or a 15-year-old, no one is sure of what they are doing, except for the professionals of course.

Raising a happy & healthy child is one of the most challenging yet most rewarding job in the world, still no one approaches this job as a real one. Focus is somehow lost in mealtime battles and physical fitness while in need of hand in hand parenting user manual, everyone is in search of. For adults “Play” means leisure but with children, Play is more like a job. Primarily Play can be a user guide for new parents to understand child’s way of thinking, his way of approaching to scenarios, and connectivity.
The potential of Play Learning is the best tool for a parent whose potential is limitless which can also help in managing behavior. It’s not enough to let them have a sound playtime, keeping a helpful eye will always be a great deal of help in parenting.

There are parenting books, adults and public opinions on the matter available whether you want them or not but nobody talks about the Taboos of parenting like preferring one child over the other. We all have been guilty of that one, at one point or the other. We all have our moments good days or bad days and we often as kids use to wonder our parents prefer one sibling over the other. The truth of the matter is common for a parent to feel a closer fit with one child over the other for a simple reason. Some kids are easier than the others that doesn’t mean you loves the other one more it simple matter of understanding and ease, because parents often need a break, rest assured its normal. Be also mindful of all ways to mitigate sibling rivalry otherwise you’ll get the title of being biased. You have to remember and remind yourself consistently that never compare and value each one for their different nature.

The fun starts when a toddler is having a meltdown, it’s an everyday uphill battle for your child to cooperate with whether its mealtime or change of clothes and the outcome is always yelling. Research indicates yelling at a toddler damages their confidence but it’s a old fashioned and seasoned techniques that has been hand down from generations to generations. We all have been through our parents threatening, shouting and the occasional beating whereas a time out is a much better alternative to the above which doesn’t damages a child psyche.

it is true that children demand a lot of care and attention in the early years of their lives. However, an excess of everything is wrong; hugs and pampered attention during a tantrum, the instant reward given after a high-pitched protest, or the constant unhealthy quest of academic limelight instead of a healthy mission of rightful upbringing – are all factors detrimental to instilling correct moral instincts in our children in their most important years.

Parenting is a lifelong, arduous, yet meaningful gift from God. It is a constant attempt in learning to shift between fruitful attention and essential ignorance between a child’s momentary happiness and the thought of his future self and between loud weeping and vibrant giggles. Our reaction in each of these sweet and rough moments tests us as a parent. It certainly takes a village to raise a child,
Channeling Art

Syed Hamza Aamir, Phase VI, DHA Lahore

We all want to live happy lives but we often find ourselves stressed out these days, do we not? Not just teenagers but all types of people in general. Our lives have gotten more restrictive and structured, now more than ever.

Is structure a bad thing? Not at all, in fact it helps us follow patterns to get a consistent amount of output from us. Helps us keep in line of boundaries that we have set and aids us in managing time, making the most out of it.

However, these patterns have consumed us. It has taken over us, to the point where it’s not just a pattern anymore, it’s a cage. It’s the only thing that we do. It locks up a natural part of us. A part that is often neglected. A part which is deprived of attendance and notice. The key to unlock that energy and power lies within art. Have you not wanted to break through the cage recently? Ironically enough, most of us already love art. We’re just too scared to let it take control. Art comes in limitless forms, forms that we might not have even tapped into yet. An infinite amount of blessing waiting to be discovered only if man accepts it more. Naturally, the opposing view would be something that goes along the lines of art putting other things like study and work at risk. Hear me out here.

For me personally, art came in form of music when I first picked up a guitar. From just casually playing for an hour or two, it then became a part of me. I have been depressed and I’m not afraid to say otherwise. Music has helped me channel my thoughts and has helped me keep myself in order when everything else was going wrong. In fact it has single-handedly kept me stable when absolutely nothing else would. I’m happier and my grades have not been affected at all, in fact I now keep a more positive attitude towards my studies and everything else in general.

We do not prioritize our mental health anymore and that is the reason why we do not live happy lives. Sure there is a risk factor when you want to become an artist but does it really need to be weighed off with an entire lifetime of doing something that you don’t want?

Sure, we can be successful in whatever we put effort into but realistically speaking, nothing gives a stronger push than passion towards something that you believe in. Furthermore that risk factor would not have even been there in the first place if we acknowledged and respected various forms of art and carried them around as part of what we study. I’ve always been skeptical about how we live our lives. The nine to five jobs that we sit at. Prioritizing what society expects of us over our true desires. Surely, money is a huge driving factor for the paths that we choose but at the end of the day, you cannot buy happiness and happiness is what is truly important.

“If you had a second chance in life, would you have followed your passion?” I often ask this question from a lot of different people that are older and have established careers. Yet over 90 percent say that they would have followed their passion. I believe that if you love to do something enough, you’ll find a way to make money out of it.

The world is flooding with doctors, engineers and business men. People are competing for jobs that they don’t even want. We do not require any more of that. We just need to open that door. Watch the fountain of art gush out. Watch it bring happiness and purpose to our lives. We need more artists, we need more art.
The earth maintains a habitual temperature due to greenhouse effect that allows heat from the sun to penetrate in atmosphere where it is absorbed by earth’s surface and radiated out or reflected back to earth by greenhouse gases present in the atmosphere. Without it the earth would be a hostile planet and non-habitual. However maintaining earth’s natural balance is necessary to keep a viable range for life which is a very thin line that can be crossed easily. Greenhouse gases are naturally occurring gases that pose no harm when they are in balance however when they are present in access system becomes unstable and things start to go awry.

Global warming is term used to describe a gradual increase in earth’s temperature and its ocean that is permanently changing its climate. There is a great debate as to if global warming is real or hoax, but scientist by looking at the data confirms that the planet is warming. The scientific consensus on climate change related to global warming is that average temperature of earth has risen between 0.4 °C to 0.8°C over the past 100 years. The increased volumes of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases released by burning of fossil fuels, land clearings, agriculture and other human activities are primarily believed to be the sources of global warming that have occurred over the past 50 years. Scientists from inter-governmental panel have predicted that the global temperature could increase between 1.4°C to 5.8°C degrees by the year 2100.

The most important greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and water vapors. While all these gases occur naturally but emission from human sources have caused their level to increase that is unsustainable. This is largely due to burning of fossil fuels, deforestation as a result for logging for timber and clearing for agriculture and development. Burning of coal to generate electricity, power stations, cars and aircrafts. Burning of wood changes the state of stored organic carbon to gas which is released in atmosphere. Decomposing organic matter in form of landfills, animal waste, sewerage and dams are human sources of methane.

The most immediate and obvious effect of climate change is the increase in the temperature around the world. According to national oceanic atmosphere administration worldwide 2012 was the warmest year. In 2007 it was determined that spread of diseases, warming of water resulting in more hurricanes, probability of more droughts, heat waves, economic consequences and melting
on polar icecaps are the 5 deadliest effects of global warming. Rising in sea level causes millions of people who live on coastal regions to migrate to safer regions. Insects migrate to warmer regions carrying diseases. In addition a threat of increased chance of more powerful hurricanes for example hurricane Katrina in New Orleans US state was a catastrophe which brought economic struggle. People are still homeless, finding jobs as many businesses were destroyed.

The occurrence of heat waves and droughts are phenomenal. During monsoon countries experience droughts and famine specially in Africa where people are already living below poverty line and experiencing food shortages and low water supplies and extreme heat waves. The world economic forum has warned that the current food system in the world needs fundamental transformation to be able to meet human needs within planetary boundaries in 2030. Over two billion people suffer from malnutrition which could lead to development challenges.

In an increasingly volatile world, the resilience for food system and security is dependent upon trust on government and corporate institutions and a lot is being done in this regard. Global earth summits, Kyoto protocol and Paris agreement, a major milestone in world history in which nearly 200 countries committed to strive to keep global warming below 2 degrees

Global warming is a threatening sign for Pakistan as well. Its impact will increase political and economic instability and security. During past several years Pakistan has witnessed firsthand catastrophic floods which has displaced millions, severe droughts in Thar and Baluchistan. Frequency of these floods have increased due to melting of glaciers and heavy rainfall. Karachi, Pakistan's metropolitan city being a seaport carries greater threat which is closer to Indus delta flowing in Arabian Sea. High sea level threatens ecosystem as it leads to soil erosion and increase the salinity of creeks flowing from Indus creating inhospitable habitat for aquatic life.

Our climate is changing. Fresh water reserves, fish stock, forests are shrinking, fertile land is being destroyed, many species are becoming extinct. In order to prevent the worst consequences there is a dire need to balance our population with available resources and to reduce our consumption of goods and energy. We need to Invest in renewable energy, plant more trees, save electricity and power, eat organically grown food, recycle material and use public transport.

Pakistan is an agrarian country and ranks at the ninth populous in the world and is unable to meet its growing water and food demands. Floods, droughts, famine, unemployment and increase in inflation are weakening the basis of our country. It is a good sign that international organizations are joining hands to control climate change. Laws are being made and treaties are being signed. Bans are being imposed on cutting trees. It is an hour of need and we as an individuals should take it as a responsibility to save the planet for present and future generations. We are the ones who will work miracle together, the planet itself is a miracle. Let’s marvel at its beauty and preserve it.
Water is an essential factor for life and nothing can stay alive without it. Plants cannot grow without water. When plenty of water was available, more and more barren lands were brought under cultivation. Even sand dunes were converted into greenfields. However the abundance of water has spoiled our habits and led us to misuse this natural resource to the extent of excessive wastage resulting in scarcity of water.

At present, when water is becoming a scarce commodity, we are continuing the same old habits of wasting water. Each one of us uses 150 Litres of water every day to cook clean and wash which is way more than the necessity. The water conveyance losses in Pakistan, under existing canal distribution system, are more than 50%. Our negligence in making proper policies have created drought like situation in the country. As a result of global warming, intensity of precipitation from sky is decreasing every year.

DHA is playing an important role in Water Conservation with multiple campaigns on awareness and water metering. Water metering currently is helping in avoiding wastage and creating a sense of civic & social obligation towards water management.

We as citizens should take into account our personal water usage, playing our part to deal with the issue of water wastage and water conservation.

A collective approach is needed; citizens and individuals must engage with community campaigns across the country in responsible use of water. Now it’s time to take action.

**Do not waste water even if you were at a running stream.**

— Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him)

**Lets do it together!**

1. Turn Off Faucet while brushing Teeth/Shaving.
2. Take a quick shower instead of a bath.
3. Only wash Full Loads of Laundry.
4. Use a Broom Instead of a Hose to clean the driveway.
5. Use a Bucket instead of a hose to wash your Vehicles.
6. Use a Pot of water to wash fresh produce instead of a running tap.
7. Catch rainwater, installing water butts saves up to 5,000 litres of water a year and your plants will thank you for rainwater rather than treated tap water.
8. You can also cut water use by 33% by watering plants manually instead of using automatic sprinklers.
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CONTACT LIST

DHA Office Complex
UAN: 111-342-547

DHA Complaint Office
+92 (0)42 35892980, 35734311

DHA Security
UAN: 111-22-11-33

Defence Club ‘J’ Block Phase I
+92 (0)42 35723984-5

Defence Club ‘R’ Block Phase II
+92 (0)42 35892143

Defence Club ‘FF’ Block Phase IV
+92 (0)42 35743450-1

DHA Medical Centre Sector ‘W’ Phase III
+92 (0)42 35745920-6
Reception Ext.: 153
Emergency Ext.: 133

National Hospital & Medical Centre
Sector ‘L’ Phase I DHA
UAN: 111-17-18-19

Rescue
1122

Police Station
+92 (0)42 35892014, 35727470

DHA PUBLIC LIBRARY
+92 (0)42 35734031, 35893123

Defence Degree College for Boys
Sector ‘R’ Phase II
+92 (0)42 99264250-1

Defence Degree College for Women
Sector ‘DD’ Phase IV
+92 (0)42 35733401, 35898523

DHA Senior School for Boys (Excellence Campus)
Sector ‘G’ Phase V
+92 (0)42 38652222-4

DHA Senior School for Girls
Sector ‘S’ Phase II
+92 (0)42 35722567, 35895003

DHA Junior Campus
‘T’ Block Phase II
+92 (0)42 35890133, 35731770

DHA Junior Campus
‘Z’ Block Phase III
+92 (0)42 35726545, 35726598

DHA Kindergarten School
Sector ‘G’ Phase V
+92 (0)42 38654448-9

Rising Sun Institute for Special Children
Sector ‘XX’ Phase III
+92 (0)42 35893260, 35899292

Teach A Child School (TAC)
Sector ‘GG’ Phase IV
+92 (0)42 35743592

DEFENCE HOUSING AUTHORITY (DHA)
Sector A Commercial Area, Phase VI, Lahore Cantt - Pakistan
UAN +92 42 111 342 547 | www.dhalahore.org | www.facebook.com/dhaoifficall

SHARE YOUR IDEAS
DHA appreciates your valuable feedback, views, ideas and suggestions
Please send your feedback at: newsletter@dhalahore.org